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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation

A new approach towards workflow monitoring is needed! Evidence for this
thesis is provided by several developments. On the organizational level
workflow monitoring is one means to react to more complex business
environments. Traditional organizational structures were characterized by a
functional division of labor. Business units usually consisted of employees
with similar qualifications and similar tasks, such as classical Sales or R&D
departments. Controlling work and employees was easy, because work was
standardized, work outcomes were comparable, and supervisors and
employees shared functional knowledge. It can even be argued, that this
structure was optimized for control issues. Today's business environment
looks different: mulitlayer structures - such as project, matrix, and process
oriented organizational styles - have replaced classical hierarchies. Theses
styles are optimized for products, markets, and services. However,
controlling work and work outcomes becomes more complex. Project
leaders for example, have to appraise work of heterogeneous teams,
consisting of specialists who might even be assigned to several other
projects as well. These obstacles are reinforced by the intangible nature of
computerized office work. While clerical workers used to produce paper
documents that circulated in the company and were collected in file
cabinets, much of the work today only results in electronically available
information such as e-mail or computer documents. All theses
organizational changes point to the necessity to find new ways of assessing
work and work outcomes. Even though workflow monitoring may not be
the only solution, it will at least offer some important clues.
The described organizational changes go hand in hand with alterations in
the information technology infrastructure. While the 70's brought mass data
systems and the 80's personal computers, the 90's are determined by
groupware and workflow applications. Today, computers and advanced
telecommunication equipment are an integral part of office environments.
While more work and its distribution is supported by information
technology, work related data becomes widely available electronically.
Nevertheless, most data currently is tracked on a technical basis rather than
being based on organizational demands. Examples are database transaction
logs or records of operating system events. In many cases vast amounts of
data are produced, though often in a style that can only be understood by a
system administrator. In order to gain information that is valuable for
management, current data tracking has to be rethought.
Interrelated with the technical background of current monitoring attempts
are legitimate fears of employees to be monitored upon. Users often do not
know which information is collected, who is allowed to access this
information, and how it is further processed. These circumstances have to
create suspicion and negative attitudes towards electronic monitoring
which repeatedly is reflected by articles in popular newspapers and
magazines. To openly discuss monitoring issues therefore has become a
taboo for both companies and unions, even though traditional reporting
structures are widely accepted. However, banning workflow monitoring
from the organizational agenda does not resolve employee's fears. Many
users of information technologies know about its potential for monitoring
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and will expect control in some form. It might be more appropriate to
discuss monitoring issues openly and to develop concepts and policies that
are acceptable for employees as well as for managers. Therefore a
discussion of workflow monitoring issues is important especially on the
background of these concerns raised.

1.2 Objectives and Overview
The objective of this thesis project is to develop a new approach towards
workflow monitoring as demanded in the Motivation. To reach this
objective workflow monitoring is assessed from several perspectives. From
an analysis point of view, different theories and techniques are examined
upon potential utilization in the context of workflow monitoring. These
different techniques are supposed to extend the notion of workflow
monitoring from being a pure process control instrument to more
fundamental applications. For data collection, traditional tracking strategies
are examined upon their use for tracking workflow relevant information.
Furthermore requirements for workflow tracking are derived from analysis
needs. The aim is to point out more active strategies to determine what
data is tracked, and how this tracking is implemented within the
organizational context. From the point of view of the social environment in
which workflow monitoring is embedded, ethical and legal questions
concerning the application of monitoring are assessed. Constraints and
requirements are derived in order to develop a monitoring system, that does
not work against its environment, but rather fits seamless. Across all
perspectives, questions of technical feasibility are addressed. Workflow
tracking prototypes are developed to exemplify problems and technical
constraints of real life tracking applications. Furthermore a development
strategy for a workflow analysis system is introduced.
The listed perspectives are strongly interrelated. The proceeding within this
document therefore follows a different course. As a fundament, basic
concepts of workflow monitoring in particular and workflow management
in general are introduced in chapter two. In chapter three, different analysis
methods are assessed upon their utilization for workflow monitoring. Even
though some of these methods are usually not applied for analyzing
workflow data, it will be shown that they can be successfully utilized in this
context. Furthermore requirements for a workflow tracking and analysis
systems are derived. In order to assess constraints and influences of the
social environment on workflow monitoring, legal and ethical concerns are
addressed in chapter four. Different tracking approaches are presented in
chapter five along with prototypes to exemplify the realization of a tracking
systems. Chapter six focuses on development strategies for a workflow
analysis system. Different approaches are compared and a possible
proceeding is identified. Finally, in chapter seven the results of this thesis
project are summarized, concluded, and outlooks are provided.

2 Basic Concepts
This chapter focuses on basic concepts surrounding workflow monitoring. Firstly,
a definition of workflow monitoring for this thesis project is presented. Then
different process types and their relevance for monitoring are described. Two
examples for the integration of workflow monitoring within workflow management
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systems follow; on the one hand standardization efforts for workflow management
are outlined and on the other hand an example for an existing system is reported.

2.1 Workflow Monitoring
The term workflow monitoring was introduced in the context of the rapidly
evolving sector of workflow management systems. The Workflow
Management Coalition (WfMC), an alliance of leading workflow
application developers and users, briefly defines it as "The ability to track
workflow events during execution" (WfMC 95, p. 56). However, this
definition is misleading in two respects. Firstly, the term execution within
the definition is one-sided as it only emphasizes automation aspects of
workflows. This contradicts the Coalition's definition of workflow as "The
computerised facilitation or automation of a process, in whole or part"
(WfMC 95, p. 56). According to this definition, workflows that are not
automated but rather facilitated should be covered by workflow monitoring
as well. Secondly, the given definition of workflow monitoring limits it to
data tracking and fails to address questions of analysis and further data
processing. However, workflow tracking requires at least some idea about
the later usage of the gathered data. Consequently, analysis has to be an
integral part of workflow monitoring.
Within this thesis project, workflow monitoring is viewed from a wider
angle. Therefore the definition of the Workflow Coalition is extended
towards computer facilitated processes and analysis aspects. As a working
definition, workflow monitoring is regarded as the act of tracking and
analyzing data of computer facilitated and automated business processes.
Related research areas are electronic and computerized performance
monitoring (EPM, CPM). Whereas these approaches concentrate on
performance appraisal, workflow monitoring, as understood within this
project, has a wider scope and aims to incorporate different analysis
perspectives.

2.2 The Workflow Continuum
As the title of this thesis project states, workflow monitoring is analyzed in
the context of fully structured, ad hoc, and constantly changing processes.
This distinction between different process types is based on the workflow
continuum presented by Nastansky and Hilpert (94a, 95). Figure 2-1
illustrates their approach to describe different degrees of office automation.
On the one side of the continuum standardized workflows are described;
they are accurately defined in every aspect. On the other side, e-mail based
and task force workflows can be found; they develop spontaneously and
have no predefined structures. Within these extremes several semi-
structured workflow variants can be identified, revealing different
combinations of structured and unstructured workflow elements. The
workflow continuum therefore integrates process oriented workflow
automation approaches with apparently contrary, more individual or team
oriented approaches towards workflow management that are based on
empowerment (cp. Nastansky/ Hilpert 95).
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Figure 2-1 workflow continuum (cp. Nastansky/ Hilpert 94a, p. 5)
According to the definition in the last section, workflow monitoring has to
cover data of computer facilitated and automated business processes.
Therefore the complete continuum of workflow automation degrees has to
be assessed. Disregarding technical aspects of workflow automation,
monitoring has to be able to handle different processes types: processes
with structures that are completely predefined, processes with structures
that develop in an ad hoc manner, and processes with structures that are
constantly changing within predefined constraints. These different process
types lead to different analysis focuses. To apply workflow monitoring to
structured processes may for example aim to optimize the predefined
structures; ad hoc processes may be monitored to identify reoccurring
processes; finally, for constantly changing processes it might be useful to
categorize similar process instances.
However, even though inquiring into process structures is an important
aspect of workflow monitoring, it must not be misunderstood as the only
one. The analysis perspectives assessed in chapter three reveal that other
aspects are worthwhile a closer examination as well, such as
communication, costing, or the flow of work on the background of
organizational structures. As the idea of the workflow continuum reveals,
the distinguished workflow types are not completely different, but share
many commonalties; furthermore intermediary forms are possible.
Therefore the distinction between workflow or process types is often useful
but not always. During the assessment of workflow monitoring within this
thesis project, it is frequently referred to different process types. However,
the analysis is not solely based on these types.

2.3 Standardization Efforts for Workflow Management
Systems

Today, workflow management systems are often isolated problem
solutions. They are customized for special organizational environments and
only support limited interaction with other workflow systems. For utilizing
the full potentials of such systems in the future, it is important to define
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common standards for interoperability. These standards will allow to
combine different workflow management systems within one organization
and support to build up inter-organizational workflow links. Furthermore,
standardization will help to develop an open market for workflow
management system components and offer more security for investments in
this area. It will therefore lead to a further spread of workflow management
systems.
The main standardization effort in the workflow sector is driven by the
Workflow Management Coalition (cp. section 2.1). It aims to define a
common interface for interoperability of workflow management systems,
the so called Workflow Application Programming Interface (WAPI). This
interface consists of five parts as shown in Figure 2-2: interface one
(Process Definition Tools) aims to provide means for exchanging process
definitions between different workflow management systems; interface two
(Workflow Client Applications) describes procedures necessary for
application front ends to communicate with the enactment service; interface
three (Invoked Applications) is directed towards an integration of external
applications and workflows; interface four (Other Workflow Enactment
Services) offers functionality to execute workflows across several
workflow management systems; interface five (Administration &
Monitoring Tools) is designed for managing heterogeneous workflow
environments. It has to be emphasized that the functionality is provided by
one module; the described sub parts are rather topic related collections of
this functionality than distinct sub interfaces. Furthermore the WAPI
description is not yet finished but is still under discussion. For a detailed
account of the model refer to the original description (WfMC 95) or to
secondary sources such as Versteegen (95).
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Figure 2-2 Workflow Reference Model - Components & Interfaces
(WfMC 95, p.57)
For workflow monitoring, interface five is the most important part of the
description. However, in its current state most of the functionality is
centered around administration of workflows, such as role management or
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supervisory functions. Nevertheless, some functionality for audit
management and assessing process status information is provided as well.
Examples for these categories are functions such as query audit trail or
fetch details of process or activity instance (cp. WfMC 95, p. 46-47). As
the final specification is still under discussion, it can be expected that
monitoring aspects will be further extended.
The approach of the Coalition has a high potential to ease workflow
monitoring. A universal monitoring interface would allow to analyze
monitoring data independently of the underlying workflow management
system. However, it will take some time for the Coalition to create a broad
agreement upon its specifications and it will take even longer until a wide
range of workflow management systems will be able to support the
proposed interface. Beside these technical issues, some general concerns
have to be raised. It is questionable whether the WAPI will support
comprehensive workflow tracking. In the current state the interface only
supports to passively read audit trails; no means are offered to define which
information has to be recorded by the system. Therefore users will receive
heterogeneous information if different sub workflow management systems
are used. Furthermore, as audit trails can not be customized via the WAPI,
they will not contain information items that are special for particular
workflows or workflow instance such as "Credit Volume > 20,000" or
"Contact Person = Toni". However, by using other functionality, such as
for querying process instances, it might be possible to develop external
monitoring applications. These applications have to track workflows
themselves independently of the underlying workflow management system.
As the WAPI is still not specified completely, the technical feasibility of this
approach has to be assessed at a later point in time.

2.4 The Pavone GroupFlow System
The Pavone1 GroupFlow system is a workflow management systems based
on the groupware platform Lotus Notes. Whereas Notes is aimed at ad hoc
and task force workflows (cp. section 2.2), the GroupFlow system extends
this functionality towards semi-structured and fully structured workflows.
Its strength are flexible exception handling mechanisms such as delegations,
and the incorporation of Notes features such as flexible form design. In its
current version 1.0, the system consists of the following two components:
the Pavone GroupFlow Modeler, a tool for intuitively designing workflows
by graphical flowcharts; and the Runtime environment that is made up by
three Lotus Notes Databases, the Organization Structure, the Application,
and the Routing Specification. The Organization Structure Database
contains all agent relevant information such as organizational groupings and
workflow roles. The Application Database contains the workflow
instances. Users can start new workflow instances and perform tasks. The
system automatically assigns the next performer(s) after a workflow task is
completed. The Routing Specification Database serves as the repository
for workflow definitions; users are not required to access this database
explicitly as it is only used by the GroupFlow Modeler and the Application
Database. A simulation tool - the GroupFlow Simulator - and a tool for
analyzing ad hoc and task force workflows - the Workflow Analyzer - are
in preparation. For a more comprehensive description of the GroupFlow
System refer to Marshak (95).
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The interaction between the different GroupFlow components is described
by the workflow life cycle as presented in Figure 2-3. A workflow is
modeled and then simulated in order to find bottlenecks or other
inefficiencies. The simulation results can be used to improve the original
workflow specification. Once the workflow design is approved, it can be
applied within the operational context of the organization. The produced
workflow instances can be monitored and analyzed within the real life
scenario. This may lead to further improvements of the original workflow
definition and starts a new development cycle. Ad hoc and task force
workflows, based on collaboration between agents, can also be monitored
and as well be used to improve structured workflows. Furthermore, they
may influence the design of new workflows. Aside from unstructured
workflows, the workflow specification acts as a common basis for
exchanging information for all stages within the workflow life cycle. A
detailed account of the workflow life cycle is presented by Hilpert (94) and
Nastansky/ Hilpert (95).

Workflow Life Cycle

Application:
coordination

Monitoring 
(ex post
Analysis)

Simulation 
(ex ante

Analysis)

Modeling

Workflow
Specification

Application:
collaboration

Figure 2-3 workflow live cycle, cp. Hilpert 94
As the workflow life cycle reveals, workflow monitoring is an integral part
of the GroupFlow environment. It is not only regarded as an instrument for
reporting the status of workflow instances and for documenting flows, but
rather plays an important role in the evolutionary development process of
workflows. Within this structure workflow monitoring also allows to
incorporate new aspects within the modeling cycle by assessing
unstructured workflow elements. Another point, highlighted by the
workflow life cycle is the relation between monitoring and simulation. Both
components analyze workflow instances; however, whereas within
simulation the analysis is based on assumptions, monitoring assesses actual
workflow data. For a simulation component the key problem is to make
assumptions to generate realistic workflow instances; the analysis of
simulation results is comparably easy, as only a few aspects such as timing
or frequencies are assessed. Contrary, a monitoring component can easily
access workflow instance data; however, it can not generate new instances
and has to gain all insights from the given data. Therefore the key towards
an effective workflow monitoring is analysis.
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Even though workflow monitoring is embedded within the GroupFlow
architecture via the workflow life cycle, no independent monitoring
component is available as yet. Therefore GroupFlow is assessed in the next
chapter as one of the analysis perspectives. It also stands as an example for
requirements related to an integration of monitoring within a workflow
management system. It has to be emphasized, that this perspective focuses
on utilizing monitoring results for the development of semi-structured and
structured workflows. Other aspects such as communication patterns or
organizational implications of workflows are neglected.

3 Analysis Perspectives
3.1 Introduction

This chapter is centered around workflow analysis. Several analysis
perspectives are assessed upon their potential for workflow monitoring. For
each perspective the theoretical background is briefly described and the
relevance for monitoring is outlined. From these observations requirements
for workflow analysis are derived and described on an abstract level. In the
last step, concrete application scenarios, so called use cases2, are described.
In order to analyze workflow data, different approaches are useful. Within
this thesis project only a few can be described in more depth. Nevertheless,
the chosen perspectives are somehow representative for different analysis
categories.
• Organizational Structures can be used to relate workflows to the
organizational context. Other approaches of this category relate workflows
to other structures such as the geographic distribution of employees, inter-
organizational structures or resource related organizational views.
• Activity-Based-Accounting can be applied to assign costs for single
workflow actions. Beside this monetary approach, qualitative aspects can
be assessed as well, such as proposed by Total Quality Management.
• Speech Act Theory is used as a representative for communication related
perspectives. A range of similar approaches can be applied as well, e.g.
Discourse Analysis.
• Social Network Analysis is a collection of abstract analysis methods that
are directed at structures and not at semantics. Other mathematical or
computer science techniques towards finding patterns can be assessed
similarly, such as applications of graph algorithms.
• Finally the GroupFlow example is used to outline requirements created
by the application of workflow management systems. Other existing
systems will produce similar demands.

3.2 Organizational Structure
3.2.1 Overview

Organizations are complex systems. Many organizational theories
have been developed to explain why organizations exist, how they
survive, and how they function (cp. for example Kieser 93). They
approach various organizational issues, ranging from power
relations within organizational subgroups towards evolutionary
aspects of inter-organizational groupings. In this section structural
properties of organizations such as hierarchies and work
constellations are the object of analysis. Again, it has to be
emphasized that other organizational theories such as Principal
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Agency Theory or Transaction Cost Analysis are as well be
applicable for workflow monitoring, but are not examined in the
context of this thesis project.
The essence of organizational structure is well captured by
Mintzberg (79):
The structure of an organization can be defined simply as the sum
total of the ways in which it divides its labor into distinct tasks and
then achieves coordination among them. (p. 2)
He identifies five common views on organizational structure. The
first view - organizations as systems of formal authority -
represents what is commonly described by organizational charts: the
organization as a system of business units, positions, hierarchies,
and reporting structures. It is typically derived from functional,
process, time, output, client, or geographical requirements
(Mintzberg 79, cp. 108-115). Several different visualization styles
for this view are shown in Figure 3-1. In the upper left part of the
illustration the typical horizontal pyramid style is placed, on the
opposite side a vertical pyramid style; at the left bottom part a block
style diagram and on the opposite side a web style. For a
comprehensive discussion of different forms and their appropriate
use refer to Blum (80a, 80b).
The second view - organizations as systems of regulated flows-
focuses on the flow of work within organizations. It reveals
information about how units interact and how work is done. A more
modern term for regulated flow is business process. Typical means
of visualization are flowcharts such as process chain diagrams (cp.
Scheer 92) or other graph and table related styles (cp. for example
Schmidt 91, p. 298-340). For linking regulated flows to formal
organizational structures role concepts are frequently applied (cp.
Ott 94). These roles assign positions or members of organizations
to responsibilities within business processes.
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Figure 3-1 visualization styles for organizational charts
(compare Blum 80, p.47-48)

The third view - organizations as systems of informal
communication - assesses structural aspects that are not covered by
official organizational descriptions. It focuses on informal
communication channels within organizations. Even though these
channels are widely regarded as important for understanding how an
organization works, only few attempts of mapping informal
communication are reported (cp. Krackhardt/ Hanson 93).
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The fourth view - organizations as systems of work constellations -
concentrates on employee teams. These teams have to solve unique
or reoccurring problems which are usually overlapping unit
boundaries. Organizational concepts such as project groups,
committees, or workgroups reflect these ideas. Visualization
methods for work constellations are not commonly used. However,
some attempts have been made to modify organizational charts for
displaying formal structures and work constellations. Figure 3-2
exemplifies the basic visual representation technique. On the
horizontal axis units are listed, whereas workgroups are shown on
the vertical axis. A full representation would require to arrange
positions or employees within this cluster. Even though more
complex styles, such as three dimensional tensor structures, can be
displayed in a similar manner (cp. Blum 80b); these illustrations
easily become overloaded. Therefore they are only useful for
relatively simple team structures. For more complex situations
several partial representations have to be used.

Object B

Object A

Resourcing

Product 
Manager B

Product 
Manager A

Management

Object AObject A

Object B Object B

Controlling Sales

Figure 3-2 matrix structure representation (cp. Blum 80b,
p. 84)
The fifth view - organizations as systems of ad hoc decisions -
addresses structures that are needed for extraordinary decisions or
exception handling. While standard decisions are usually organized
via formal organizational structures or work constellations, these
structures sometimes have to be overcome for reacting
appropriately to non-standard situations, e.g. to react to a
reclamation of an important customer. Visual representations for
such ad hoc decision structures are not commonly used.
The views proposed by Mintzberg are not the only ones, possible.
Nevertheless, his approach highlights important aspects of
organizational structures.
Analyzing structures of existing organizations, still is a puzzling act.
Even when assessing the most obvious structural layer of an
organization, the formal relations represented by organizational
charts, one has to be aware of the uniqueness of each organization.
This uniqueness is reflected by many additions that have been made
to organizational charts such as for matrix or tensor structures.
Furthermore many graphical concepts are used in various ways:
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rectangles sometimes represent supervisor positions and sometimes
units; units with subordinate units may just summarize these sub-
units or be fully-fledged departments on their own. Varying
interpretations are also used for concepts such as position, unit,
role, or project group and their interrelation. Therefore a structural
analysis of an organization always has to start with an agreement
about the used concepts.

3.2.2 Relevance for workflow monitoring
Workflow monitoring aims to assess the flow of work within an
organization, including informal communication and ad hoc decision
processes. This flow can be analyzed on the background of
organizational groupings resulting from formal structures and work
constellations. As Mintzberg (79) iterates, grouped organizational
members generally share common supervision, common resources,
common performance measures and are often encouraged by mutual
adjustment (cp. p. 106). Therefore business processes or workflows
within groups are generally more efficient than ones between
groups. Structured processes can make up for some of these
disadvantages by standardizing the course of procedures; the daily
flow of order notifications from the sales to the financial service
department might be efficient, because responsibilities are strictly
divided and employees know to whom to address their inquiries.
However, this is different for unstructured workflows; a sales
representative, needing a brief on some technical product issues,
might has to contact several people in the production department to
find a suitable partner. This procedure would be more efficient if
both are members of a common group. Similar observations can be
made for workflows that run across different organizational
hierarchies. Again it will be more efficient to handle work within
one hierarchy level, especially with unstructured flows.
These observations are reflected by the business process
reengineering movement that started in the late 80s. Authors such
as Davenport, or Hammer and Champy claim that only restructuring
the organization along its most important business processes will
help companies to keep up with global competition. In Mintzberg's
terms this means to curb formal authority in favor of work
constellations in order to optimize regulated flows. Hammer and
Champy (94) for example promote process teams - groupings of
employees who are responsible for a complete process from its
initiation to its settlement. These process team structure is supposed
to substitute functional hierarchies to allow higher efficiency (cp.
Hammer/ Champy, chapter four). Davenport (93) takes a less
radical position; he proposes to mix formal structures with business
process oriented ones. Nevertheless, he recommends to make
process structures a key element for organizational design, as well
(cp. p. 169-163). However, even when organizational structures are
optimized for core business processes, there will still be other
workflows crossing structural boundaries. Examples are unique
efforts such as obtaining new office equipment or developing a new
corporate identity.
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Figure 3-3 three dimensional view on process/ formal structure
interrelation, (Fahrwinkel 95, p. 130)
Typical measures for interrelations between group structures and
workflows are parameters that assess how often workflows cross
organizational boundaries or hierarchies. Fahrwinkel (95) refines
this classification by distinguishing workflows crossing only one
hierarchy level, workflows crossing several levels, and combinations
of cross hierarchy and cross boundary flows. She also suggests to
visualize these flows in a three dimensional style. Figure 3-3 is a
sample for her graphical notation: on the horizontal level different
units are arranged in order of their appearance in the workflow; the
vertical level states the hierarchies within the units. The more
complex workflows are, the more their representation will result in
a zigzagging style. Other authors propose two dimensional matrix
styles such as in Figure 3-4 to note and visualize interrelations
between structures and processes (cp. for example Schmidt 91).
Even though these matrices are useful for small or condensed
workflows, and for simple structures, they easily become intricate in
more complex situations, e.g. if many groups are involved or if
processes have parallel courses.
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1. initial order X
2. send bill X
3. send product X X
4. track payments X

Figure 3-4 representation of a simple process in matrix
structure
Another characteristic analysis style are communication diagrams.
They show communication relations between different
organizational units. Some style variations are shown in Figure 3-5.
Instead of units, other organizational groupings can be used as well.
Even though theses diagrams abstract from particular workflows
and just consider communication relations, they still reveal
condensed information about the interrelation between workflows
and group structures. Sometimes different communication styles
such as phone, face to face, or e-mail are also distinguished.
However, these diagrams can only be a starting point for a more
detailed assessment. To be applicable for workflow analysis,
communication diagrams have to be extended. Instead of
summarizing all communication acts the underlying workflows have
to be distinguished. As mentioned, it may also be useful not only to
differentiate organizational groups but also to assess communication
between hierarchies.
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Figure 3-5 examples for communication diagrams (cp.
Schmidt 91, p. 291-293)
Beside efficiency aspects, organizational structures may also help to
understand and explain structures of ad hoc and semi-structured
workflows. If an agent is free to determine the next agent of a
process, it is likely that a known person is chosen. Therefore both
agents will frequently belong to the same department or will be
members of a common group. Viewed from a different perspective,
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flows between employees that do not belong to the same unit or
group are emphasized. They might indicate ad hoc decisions,
informal relations or reoccurring cross boundary flows. Especially in
the latter case this discovery may lead to a better support by
structured workflow elements.
On the micro level, interrelations between workflows and group
structures can reveal information about informal structures within
organizational groups. Valentine (cited in Ellis et al. 93) for
example uses the constructs affector, encourager, involver, provider
and promoter for his analysis of interpersonal communication. Other
researchers focus on information gatekeepers or power perceived
by informal structures (cp. Krackhardt 90). A wide range of
management literature for utilizing informal information flows is
available as well (cp. Krackhardt/ Hanson 93 or Kayser 94).
However, in many cases reported in the literature different
workflows or workflow types are not distinguished; they are rather
paraphrased as communication or summed up as one uniform
workflow. Even though this helps reducing complexity, it might
hide important aspects. Communication flows might for example be
evenly distributed within a workgroup at first sight; whereas a more
detailed analysis, distinguishing every day workflow and political
decision processes, may reveal different outcomes.

3.2.3 Requirements for workflow monitoring
In order to use structural information to analyze workflow
monitoring data, the monitoring system has to have access to
structural information such as described by organizational charts. As
outlined, most organizations have their own concept of structure. A
monitoring system has to be flexible enough to use different types of
structural descriptions. Ideally it offers an organizational meta-
model that enables to describe organizational structures in an
abstract manner. This model has to include means to define different
types of organizational groups; furthermore, hierarchical and
network-like relations between these groups, and between groups
and employees have to be expressible. The meta model does not
need to contain concepts for consistency rules, such as "exactly one
agent has to be assigned to each position". These concepts are only
needed to maintain or extend a model whereas a monitoring system
only passively reads organizational structures.
Beside access to structural information, a workflow monitoring
system has to match workflow instance data to organizational
structures. Two cases can be distinguished: one is that an agent is
performing a task within a structural context, e.g. Toni Smith is
performing a task for unit Marketing; the other is, that an agent is
performing a task without a known structural context, e.g. Toni
Smith receives a mail and it is not known whether this mail is
private, deals with unit Marketing or with the workgroup New
Markets. The first scenario can be further subdivided, as an agent
can either be directly addressed within a structural entity (cp. Figure
3-6) or rather voluntarily perform a task directed to the entity (cp.
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Figure 3-7). Both cases are typical, especially for semi-structured
and fully structured workflows.

Unit 

Marketing

Enduser 
Products

Industrial 
Customers

Figure 3-6 agent directly addressed within unit

Unit 

Marketing

Enduser 
Products

Industrial 
Customers

Figure 3-7 unit addressed, agent voluntarily performs task
Within the second scenario, structural entities are merely attributes
of agents (cp. Figure 3-8). However, these attributes may be used
to group tasks that were performed within an entity. It might for
example be useful to compare tasks performed by unit Marketing
Enduser Products and unit Marketing Industrial Customers.
Especially for ad hoc and semi-structured workflows it is often
unknown at the point of analysis, in which function an agent
performed a task. If this information is essential for the analysis
purpose, the tracking mechanism has to ask each agent in which
structural function a task was performed.

Unit 

Marketing

Enduser 
Products

Industrial 
Customers

Figure 3-8 agent directly addressed, no context given
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It is furthermore important to consider structural changes over time.
Otherwise misinterpretations are likely. If the analyst for example
wonders, why a member of a unit has not performed any of the
tasks assigned to that unit within the last month, this might be easily
explained, when the person just recently changed from another unit.
Therefore the organizational meta model and tracked workflow
instance data have to provide time stamps for reconstruction
purposes. In some cases, especially when the analyst knows about
structural changes, this problem might be neglected.

3.2.4 Use Cases
Tracking of organizational information

Organizational information surrounding workflows can be
gathered by using several methods. Firstly, the
organizational context can be tracked for every task
instance. In this case the tracking mechanism has to
distinguish between who is actually performing a task and to
whom the task is addressed. Thereby an address contains
either an organizational entity, one or several agents, or an
organizational entity and one or several agents. A task
instance may contain several addresses and may be
performed by several agents. The second alternative is not to
track organizational data for every instance, but to relate
agents to organizational structure at analysis time. In this
case only the performers need to be tracked. Finally, in case
structured workflows are monitored, the organizational
context can be derived from the workflow definition and
does need to be tracked.
For all three methods, time stamps might have to be tracked
in order to cover organizational changes.

Access to structural information
All monitoring devices have to have access to a description
of the organizational structure. It was argued that
organizational structures can have various forms. Therefore
a meta description language has to be found. An example for
the semantics that such a language has to cover is the
scenario described in Figure 3-9. This hypothetical
organization consists of the units Marketing, Enduser
Products and Industrial Customers with Marketing being the
parent unit of the other two. For unit Marketing the agent
Toni is assigned via a position Marketing Manager; the
agents Kylie and Peter are directly assigned to unit Enduser
Products; the agents Mary and Chris are directly assigned to
the unit Industrial Customers. Kylie and Chris both belong
to the workgroup Internet Marketing. However, for
developing a meta language for organizational structures,
more complex examples have to assessed. Such examples
can be found in company case studies, practically oriented
textbooks about organizational structures, and various other
sources.
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unit Marketing

position Marketing Manager

Toni

Kylie

Peter

Industrial
 Customers

Mary

Chris

Enduser 
Products

workgroup

Internet Marketing

Figure 3-9 example for an organizational structure
Visualization

The organizational structure has to be displayable by using
graphical representations such as organizational charts.
For each monitored task a document icon with additional
information is displayed. It is positioned beside the agent
who has performed the task. If the document was directly
addressed to another agent without organizational context
(cp. section 3.2.3) an arrow is drawn to the next agent, and
a document icon is displayed in the middle of the arrow (cp.
Figure 3-10). If the document was addressed to an
organizational entity (without naming agents) an arrow is
drawn to this entity and a document icon is placed halfway
of the arrow and another one on top of the arc; from there
to the performer of the next task a line is drawn (cp. Figure
3-11).

Unit A  

Unit B Unit C

Figure 3-10 no organizational context given

Unit A  

Unit B Unit C

Figure 3-11 organizational entity was addressed
If the document was addressed to an agent via an
organizational entity (cp. 3.2.3) an arrow is drawn that
bends at the organizational entity; one document icon is
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displayed at the entity; another one half way between the
entity and the next agent (cp. Figure 3-12).

Unit A  

Unit B Unit C

Figure 3-12 agent in organizational entity was addressed
If a document was sent to several agents as copies, for each
copy an arrow is drawn to the addressed agent; all arrows
bend in a single point; a document icon is displayed at that
point (cp. Figure 3-13).
If a document was shared with several agents, an arrow is
drawn to an imaginary point, and a document icon is placed
near the arc; from the point to all agents a dotted line is
drawn; only the line to the next performer is drawn solid (cp.
Figure 3-14).

Unit A  

Unit B Unit C

Figure 3-13 copies for several agents

Unit A  

Unit B Unit C

Figure 3-14 shared document
Every document icon can be activated and show an
information window revealing more information about that
task. If more than one document icon is displayed beside one
agent, entity, or path, a number on top of the icon shows
how many documents are at the position. The user can select
between showing an information window for just one of the
documents, selected documents, or all documents.
At organizational entities, document icons are displayed
representing all tasks of the subordinate entities. The user
can decide whether to distinguish between via connections,
tasks that were addressed to the entity and tasks that were
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summed up; furthermore one or several of these cases can be
combined.
Instead of displaying all entities, the user can also select
entity types to be shown. If agents are not displayed, the
next visible parent entity acts as the performer. If more than
one parent entity is available, the system first tries to select
the entity the task was addressed to; if that is not possible a
default entity type is used to select the parent. If an
organizational entity that is not displayed and has no parent
entities occurs within a task instance, the task is visualized in
the same way as if the agent was addressed directly; the
name of that entity can optionally be displayed beside the
arrow.
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3.3 Activity-Based-Accounting
3.3.1 Overview

Activity-Based-Accounting is an accountancy attempt to respond to
more process oriented business styles. The necessity for such an
attempt, was shown by Miller and Vollmann (85) in their article
"The hidden factory" stating the growing importance of controlling
overhead costs in order to stay competitive. To cut down costs,
they propose a rigid analysis of overhead expenses based on
transactions rather than on cost centers. Activity-Based-
Accounting, also referred to as Activity-Based-Costing (ABC) or
Cost-Driver-Accounting, is an attempt to develop an accounting
system based on these observations. Basic concepts and
developments are particularly attributed to Kaplan, Johnson, and
Cooper (Cooper/ Kaplan 88, and 91; Johnson/ Kaplan 87, cp.
Horvàth/ Mayer 89 or Braun 94). However, Fröhling (91) and
Pfohl/ Stölze (91) point out, that the ideas of Activity-Based-
Accounting are no radical new inventions by the authors mentioned
but were presented - and even used by some companies -
beforehand.
Activity-Based-Accounting does not represent a closed theoretical
framework independent of other accounting approaches. It is rather
a modified version of Full-Cost Accounting because it also aims to
explain all costs that were created. However, traditional Full- Cost
Accounting treats overhead cost as fixed and distributes them more
or less evenly among given cost centers. Activity-Based-Accounting
on the other hand, aims to relate these overhead costs to activities;
these activities are then related to products. For example, a
company selling five products traditionally splits the marketing costs
evenly among its goods. With Activity-Based-Accounting it tries to
identify reoccurring marketing activities such as "process order" or
"process reclamation" and calculates costs for each activity; finally,
these costs are added to the product for which the activity was
performed.
A typical proceeding of applying Activity-Based-Accounting
consists of the following steps: processes or activities3 are identified
and divided into subparts, afterwards cost drivers are determined
for each activity, and finally costs are assigned for each activity in
correlation to the cost driver (cp. Horvàth/ Mayer 89). The
following sections describe these steps in more detail.
To find activities the literature is generally referencing to other
methods such as Zero-Base-Budgeting, or confines itself to some
universal rules. However, critics such as Fröhling (92) argue, that
this analysis is a critical point for implementing Activity-Based-
Accounting: it is costly, it allows to manipulate the outcomes of the
accountancy efforts, and it will cause resistance within the
organization. Braun (94) also addresses analysis problems such as
the determination of the level of refinement. For example he points
out to the paradox situation that the more aggregated and complex
activities are, the more they will tend to contain overhead costs that
can not be matched to cost drivers; on the other hand, the more
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detailed activities are, the more difficult it is to assess the costs they
cause. Pfohl and Stölze (91) indicate that assessing administrative
processes is particularly problematic and recommend to limit
Activity-Based-Accounting to structured and repetitive activities.
Cost drivers are variables that are directly connected to costs
created by activities. Typical examples are "number of produced
products", "number of produced variants", "number of orders", or
"number of reclamation inquiries". Even though cost drivers are
often obvious, sometimes they are hard to identify. Especially costs
created by inventory or office rents are difficult to link to any cost
driver. Some authors, such as Horvàth and Mayer (89), therefore
propose to exclude these costs and to treat them as indirect
expenses (which weakens the evidence of outcomes). Others, such
as Cooper and Kaplan (88), insist on analyzing all costs by arguing
that potentially all cost may be cut (e.g. by redirecting or dismissing
employees, or leasing smaller offices).
After defining activities and determining cost drivers, the cost of
each activity in relation to the cost driver can be assessed. Most
authors propose a top down approach: total costs of activities are
measured over a period of time (usually by using traditional
accounting methods), then cost driver quantities are detected, and
costs per cost driver are determined. For assessing quantities and
costs, expenses caused by excess capacities are usually excluded
from the analysis to avoid cost changes over time that are only due
to marketing or strategic failures (Cooper/ Kaplan 88). An example,
adopted in a simplified form4 of Horvàth and Mayer (89), is
presented in Table 3-1: a purchasing process is decomposed into
four activities (row 1), cost drivers are defined (row 2) and the cost
of each activity per cost driver unit are calculated (row 5 = row 4 /
row 3).

Activity cost driver planned amount planned cost cost per transaction

collect offers number of offers 1,200 300,000.- 250.-

place order number of orders 3,500 70,000.- 20.-

process reclamation
inquiries

number of inquiries 100 100,000.- 1,000.-

Table 3-1 adapted from Horvàth/ Mayer (89)
Activity-Based-Accounting still is a controversial topic, with
reactions ranging form enthusiasm to serious concerns. Especially in
the late 80`s, when the term Activity-Based-Accounting was coined,
the debate was determined by supportive management articles and
opposed theoretical and scientific works, defending advanced
costing systems, i.e. Direct Costing (cp. Braun 94). However, a
more differentiated picture is emerging. Activity-Based-Accounting
is often not regarded as a substitute but rather as an addition to
advanced costing systems. It aims to support long-term, strategic
decisions and not - like existing systems - short-term, operational
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ones (Pfohl/ Stölze 91). Furthermore its appropriateness for
analyzing overhead costs is widely accepted.

3.3.2 Relevance for workflow monitoring
The relevance of Activity-Based-Accounting in relation to
workflow monitoring can be classified into two categories. On the
one hand workflow monitoring can be used to facilitate and enhance
accounting, as it offers to produce accurate figures about costs of
activities for comparably low extra efforts. On the other hand
workflow analysis can be enriched by accounting approaches,
enabling analysts to assess monetary dimensions of business
processes. Therefore both systems can profit from each other.
One of the main concerns against implementing Activity-Based-
Accounting in organizations is the effort of analyzing activity
structures. When automated workflow systems are applied, this
analysis has already taken place and the outcomes can be easily
utilized for an accounting system. Furthermore, as workflows have
to be updated regularly in order to correspond to changed demands,
analysis data will always be up to date. This is an advance compared
to once in while analysis efforts such as overhead-value analysis. As
the advanced use of workflow systems requires categorization and
layer structures, these can be used for aggregating cost information
as well. The fine granularity of workflow activities also eases to
define accurate cost drivers. Activities, in the sense of Activity-
Based-Accounting will often directly match workflows.
Nevertheless, in some cases activities may correspond to several
workflows or subworkflows. They are usually performed as often as
a workflow is triggered. Sometimes they also depend on conditions
such as "order of a new customer" or "order of a preferred
customer". In these cases, cost drivers can be defined depending on
workflow conditions and replace usual cost drivers by more refined
ones, e.g. "number of orders" might be replaced by "number of
orders by new customers" and "number of orders by preferred
customers". However, even though the underlying analysis for
applying Activity-Based-Accounting is eased, the problem of
mapping processes to products still is not resolved and might rather
be more complex with refined cost driver structures.
Beside easier implementation, workflow monitoring can have more
fundamental impacts on Activity-Based-Accounting. To assess
costs of activities, the use of traditional cost systems, based on cost
centers, is proposed. Costs of single activities are computed by
dividing all costs of that activity within a given period by the cost
driver quantity. This top down approach causes two limitations: the
granularity of activities is constrained by the availability of cost
information for them and only repetitive processes having similar
costs can be chosen (Pfohl/ Stölze 91). Workflow monitoring can
help to overcome these limitations promoting a bottom up approach
of cost aggregation. Instead of recalculating the cost of an activity
from the cost of a period, cost can be directly recorded. For every
performance of a workflow task, the employees can note the time
needed for completion and the resources used. With this
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information the monitoring system can automatically add up all cost
for a workflow instance. With this principle not only structured
workflows, corresponding to repetitive processes, can be assessed,
but also unstructured flows. This may help to reduce the amount of
overhead costs that can not be related to any process and therefore
to any product. To record data for each activity also helps to
overcome the dilemma of including excess capacities within the
calculation (cp. section 3.3.1). If only actual resource usage is
recorded, such excess capacities will not influence the calculation
but will show up by comparing resources available in a time period
against resources actually used. In case studies logging activity
costs is too complex or too time consuming, the top down approach
can be used as well and costs can be added as a fixed amount for
each activity. Workflow monitoring even then offers advanced
possibilities to record cost driver quantities automatically and to
match activities to special products. If for example a reclamation
process is analyzed, each reclamation can easily be matched to the
affected product category.
However, to base Activity-Based-Accounting on workflow
monitoring has some obstacles as well. Firstly, in many cases
workflow systems are only used in parts of the organization. To
apply Activity-Based-Accounting for the whole organization,
workflow analysis data and other analysis approaches have to be
combined. Secondly, recording employee related cost information
such as processing times, might have a negative impact on employee
motivation and undermine the acceptance of such systems (cp.
section 4.3). Therefore it might not be possible to record detailed
cost information constraining the application of bottom up
approaches.
Not only Activity-Based-Accounting can profit of workflow
monitoring, but also vice versa. Firstly, financial information often is
an important key for designing efficient workflows. It can be used
for comparing alternative workflow designs or for identifying
expensive activities. If not only used in the design phase, workflow
monitoring offers information about the actual costs of workflow
instances, including exception handling or iterations of
subworkflows. Workflow instances producing considerably more or
less cost than the average instance, may particularly offer clues for
improvements. However, this monetary information is not only
important for analyzing structured and semi-structured workflows.
It is also beneficial to assess ad hoc workflows such as a shared
editing of a document, or preparing for a trade fair. Processes can
be assessed monetarily that are usually estimated by using rules of
thumb. The gathered information can be applied to charge
customers according to the accomplished service. Internally,
organizations can utilize such cost information to provide feedback
for its members in order create more cost awareness. Examples are
costs for a corporate e-mail mailing, where every addressee has to
spend at least some time on reading and archiving or deleting the
e-mail.
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3.3.3 Requirements for workflow monitoring
Activity-Based Accounting ideally requires to calculate the costs for
each activity. In administrative scenarios these costs will depend on
the time needed to perform the task and the use of additional
resources, such as phone lines, printers, or on-line data queries. The
accuracy of the recorded information always has to be balanced
against the expenditures of tracking the data. It might for example
not be useful to trace every local area phone call, whereas tracking
of oversee calls might be worthwhile. In many cases it will be
sufficient to track the time needed for performing the tasks and to
add other costs - if at all - by using lump sumps. It has to be
emphasized, that in order to distribute as many oncosts as possible
to activities, not only direct expenditures, such as employee salaries,
have to be considered, but also indirect costs, such as for office
rents, workplace equipment or training. Typically, these costs are
distributed onto the cost per time ratios of the employees. As it is
out of range for a workflow monitoring system to assess all these
costs, it has to be able to access the information from external
sources such as already available traditional accountancy systems.
The cost can be assigned either at the time the workflow tasks take
place or at the time of analysis; the first might be useful to give
feedback to employees about the cost of their performance, the
latter might have technical advantages such as execution time or
security considerations.
If tracking of performance data is too complex or not desired, e.g.
out of motivational aspects, it should also be possible to attribute
lump sums either to single workflow tasks or to complete workflow
instances, such a proposed by standard Activity-Based-Accounting
approaches (cp. section 3.3.1).
Especially in remote environments, it might also be important to
assess the cost of transferring information to the next performer.
The tracking mechanism should therefore have an option to assess
communication costs or to use estimated cost made available by
external sources.
In order to use monitored data for further accountancy analysis, it
should be possible to export it in different aggregated formats to
spreadsheet applications.
To extend normal workflow monitoring by cost aspects, each
workflow task instance should contain cost information. This
information has to be comparable to the average cost of that task
and also to best or worst cases. Beside comparisons on the task
level, cost information should also be aggregateable for
subworkflows, such as parallel courses or exception handling;
average and worst/ best case data should be available for theses
comparisons as well. Finally the system should also allow to
compare summarized cost of different workflow instances and
workflow types.

3.3.4 Use Cases
Tracking
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The performer of an activity has to type in the time needed
for completion of the task and the resources needed. As this
should not take too much time, the interface has to be
intuitive and efficient. The user should know at first sight
which granularity is required; a simple prompt for phone
calls might for example be more confusing than a detailed
survey for different call types (cp. Figure 3-15). This will
ease the user choice and make the outcomes more reliable.
In some cases it might also be feasible to add the use of
resources automatically, such as phone calls made via
computer dialing or the number of printed pages. Some
workflow systems even allow to record editing times of
documents that could be used as the time needed for
completion. However, these automatic recordings should be
used with caution or as changeable default values, as users
are likely to handle more than one task at a time. If for
example a phone call comes in while someone is editing a
document, an automated time tracking system would
produce biased data.

Figure 3-15 simple resource interface against a more
elaborate one
The tracked data has to be used to generate cost
information. This can either be done at runtime or later. By
providing an employee name, the tracking system should
receive the cost for this employee per minute. To bill
resources customized methods have to be used; e.g. whereas
printing might be charged per page, the cost of posting
parcels might depend on weight. Phone calls can be handled
either by lump sums or, if it is worthwhile, by using billing
information of the phone system. If the operating system
allows to assess communication cost, the tracking system
can incorporate them as well. Again, it has to be
emphasized, that not everything technically feasible really is
worth the effort and that the decision, which resource
consumption is tracked, has to be made in every single case.

Analysis
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To enable further accounting analysis, tracked cost
information should be exportable to spreadsheet
applications. As described in section 3.3.2, activities do not
necessarily match one to one with workflows. It should
therefore be possible to map activities to several complete
workflows, to one complete workflow, to subworkflows, or
to workflows instances that fulfill a special condition (such
as "order of a new customer" or "reclamation of product
XY"). These mappings have to be persistent in order to be
reused for every analysis. The examples in Table 3-2 reveal
the complexity of this mapping. Whereas one to one
mappings are easy to realize (like the "collect offer"
example), more comprehensive relations require to define
script languages or graphical metaphors that are
interpretable by the monitoring system.

activity workflow mapping

collect offer all workflow instances with workflow type = "offer collection"

place order all workflow instances with

a)workflow type = "order item"

and all workflow instances with

b)workflow type = "pay invoice" and workflow item is occurring in a)

product reclamation all workflow instances with workflow type = "reclamation"

and workflow condition = "product A" or "product B"

service reclamation all workflow instances with workflow type = "reclamation"

and workflow condition = "service"
Table 3-2 example for activity- workflow mappings
For standardized Activity-Based-Accounting it is sufficient
to export information about average costs of activities and
their frequency. It might also be useful differentiate different
cost types. An export of detailed information about the cost
of workflow task instances seems to be unnecessary as an in-
depth analysis of cost structures is rather suitable for
workflow analysis than for spreadsheet applications.
For using cost information within workflow analysis the cost
have to be visualized as attributes of each task instance (cp.
Figure 3-16). An option should be available to compute
sums, averages, and variances of marked instances.
Furthermore, this option should be available for
subworkflows, exception handling, or sub branches as well.
When only one instance is displayed, it should be possible to
compare the cost of each activity within that instance with
the corresponding average (cp. Figure 3-17).
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Figure 3-16 visualization of workflow cost information

Figure 3-17 comparison between instance and average
costs, averages in brackets
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3.4 Speech Act Theory
3.4.1 Overview

The analysis of speech acts is a linguistic approach to examine
human interaction. Whereas classical linguistic theories are centered
around words and grammar, Speech Act Theory incorporates the
communication context within the analysis. The main advance of
Speech Act Theory is therefore the realization,
". . . that the minimal unit of human communication is not a
sentence or other expression, but rather the performance of certain
kinds of acts, such as making statements, asking questions, giving
orders, describing, explaining, apologizing, thanking,
congratulating, etc." (Searle, Kiefer and Bierwisch, 80, p. vii)
The notion of speech acts was firstly explicitly introduced by Austin
in 19625 and then further developed by Searle (69). Since then,
different areas of research evolved.
The early explorations of Speech Act Theory concentrate on the
language level and aim to identify different layers of meaning that
can be assigned to utterances. Searle (69), for example,
distinguishes utterance acts, words are used conformably to their
lexical meaning; prepositional acts, objects are referred to or
predicated such as "Sam" or "the stolen car"; illocutionary acts,
meta meaning such as promising, requesting, or questioning; and
performative acts, actual effect on the listener, such as persuasion,
scare, or the performance of an action. He furthermore outlines
different usage of reference and predication (prepositional acts), and
describes abstract rules for constructing illocutionary acts. These
rules are then applied to identify fallacies in the use of language in
some selected fields of philosophy.
Another affiliated area of research deals with classifying
illocutionary acts. Some of the proposals are listed in Table 3-3.
Their variety illustrates the controversial discussion about the
ultimate categorization. However, the different approaches also
have different backgrounds. Whereas Austin and Searle base their
description on common sense and experience, Ballmer and
Brennenstuhl (81) use an empirical approach which they title lexical
analysis to setup their classification. In several passes a
comprehensive list of verbs is categorized into different models,
which themselves are subdivided by sub models. The result is a
thesaurus containing 4,800 verbs, each of which is associated to one
or several speech act categories.

Austin

(cp. Austin 75)

Searle

(cp. Searle [1.2], cited in Ballmer/
Brennenstuhl 81)

Ballmer and Brennenstuhl

(cp. Ballmer/ Brennenstuhl 81)

Verdictives

Exertives

Commissives

Behabitives

Representatives

Directives

Commissives

Expressives

Emotion Model

Enaction Model

Struggle Model

Institutional Model
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Expositives Declarations Valuation Model

Discourse Model

Text Model

Theme Model
Table 3-3 examples for different speech act classifications
Beside classification schemes, Speech Act Theory also deals with
speech act patterns. These patterns are formed by reoccurring
sequences of speech acts, building up to a logical whole (Auramäki
et al. 88). Typical examples are "request/ promise" or "reference
utterance/ confirmation/ reconfirmation" (Wunderlich 80). On this
level of analysis the function of special speech act types can be
examined, e.g. how new topics are initiated or how a conversation
moves over to another speech act category.
A similar approach is promoted by the language/ action perspective
represented by Winograd and Flores (86). Whereas it also focuses
on speech act patterns, it does not aim to analyze these patterns but
to actively apply them for communication purposes. Several
patterns, called conversations, are identified: conversation for
action, conversation for clarification, conversation for possibilities,
and conversations for orientation. However, communication for
action plays a central role for applying the language/ action
perspective to organizational communication and workflows.
Winograd and Flores (86) describe "The Coordinator", an enhanced
mailing system, incorporating speech act conversations. Opposed to
traditional e-mail systems, users are guided along a limited path of
communication for action. For example, instead of sending an
e-mail, they might send a "request" to start a conversation for
action. To answer the request, the other person might send a
"promise" or a "decline"6. Winograd and Flores claim, that this
guidance will support users to communicate more efficiently and to
avoid communicational breakdowns. Opposed authors such as
Suchman (94) are issuing warnings that these systems will force
users into rigid schemes:
In the move to inscribe and encode organization members'
intentions, as commitments or otherwise, we find a recent attempt
to gain members' compliance with an externally imposed regime of
institutional control." (Suchman 94, p. 1887)
The language/ action perspective has been extended towards
workflow management systems. Figure 3-18 shows the
ActionWorkflow loop patented by Action Technologies8. This loop
represents, how a conversation for action looks like from the
language/ action point of view. A customer (internal or external)
wants the performer to perform some action. Therefore a proposal
has to be prepared by the customer; this proposal is then negotiated
with the performer; afterwards the work is performed; finally the
customer evaluates and accepts the work outcomes. These four
phases determine the satisfaction of both sides with the
performance. It has to be emphasized, that only a superficial
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description of the language/ action perspective is openly published.
Details are regarded as company assets of Action Technologies and
are therefore not available for an open discussion. The language/
action perspective can therefore not be regarded as a Speech Act
Theory as such; furthermore it is not based on scientific methods
but rather on common sense and anecdotal evidence. Nevertheless,
it is an interesting model of applying the ideas of Speech Acts to
communication and workflows within organizations.

Conditions of 
Satisfaction

Preparation

PerformanceAcceptance

Negotiation

Customer Performer

Figure 3-18 ActionWorkflow loop (cp. Action Technologies 93)
3.4.2 Relevance for workflow monitoring

Speech Act Theory offers a well developed framework for
analyzing communication. It is applicable to all business processes
based on intense communication such as most ad hoc and semi-
structured workflows. It has less importance for monitoring fully
structured workflows as the communication modes are given by the
workflow definition and communication patterns are similar for all
workflow instances. However, Speech Act Theory can give
important clues for designing structured workflows as claimed by
Action Technologies and their language/ action perspective. As
workflow design issues are beyond the scope of this thesis project,
the further analysis will focus on ad hoc and semi-structured
workflows.
Regarding different analysis levels of Speech Act Theory, not all are
suitable for workflow monitoring. Micro-analysis on the language
level and context sensitive categorization of utterances are merely
scientific problems. In some cases it might as well be usable for the
analysis of communication skills of single individuals, e.g. for
training purposes. Janson and Woo (92) also utilize Speech Act
Theory for comparing two knowledge gathering methods and state
its general appropriateness for in depth analysis of complex
concepts. However, as these analysis forms demand to look at
single communication acts with great detail, they are too complex
for general application. Nevertheless, these efforts might be justified
in special cases or for scientific purposes.
On the macro level, the concepts of speech act patterns and
conversations are easier to apply. They may help to find reoccurring
communication patterns and to assess quality aspects of
conversations. Instead of regarding communication acts as single
incidents, they can be classified according to Speech Act criteria.
For example communication acts such as "Do you know, where to
find the accounting database", "Are there any marketing folders
left?" or "Can we meet for lunch tomorrow?" might be summarized
as "inquiries". This enables to describe communication relations
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between organizational members in a more abstract manner and to
derive communication structures. The classification may also reveal
shortcomings of running processes. For example, Auramäki et. al.
(88) name coherency, completeness and ambiguity as means to
evaluate the quality of discourses. Typical results of such an analysis
are for example the identification of missing speech act links in
some reoccurring conversations (e.g. reconfirmation); another
example is the discovery of situations in which for some of the
involved parties it is not clear whether an utterance is meant as a
point for discussion or as a direction.
Therefore Speech Act Theory proves to be a beneficial
enhancement of workflow monitoring. Nevertheless, its scope is
limited to communication aspects of workflows. Other aspects, such
as the performance of workflow tasks or organizational dimensions
can not be assessed. Another problem of relating workflow
monitoring and Speech Act Theory is, that completeness is required
for the tracked data. Conversations are very likely not to be limited
to one communication medium. The answer to a request received by
e-mail is not restricted to be given by an e-mail reply; it can be given
by a phone call or at a face to face meeting as well. Therefore the
tracked data might miss out on important information. Nevertheless
monitoring still is a good starting point for speech act analysis, as it
enables to generate a basic data fundament.

3.4.3 Requirements for workflow monitoring
The application of Speech Act Theory for workflow monitoring
purposes requires several measures. The two major tasks are on the
one hand to classify communication acts and on the other hand to
identify which communications acts belong to the same
conversation. These tasks have to be performed either by the user at
the time the communication takes place or by an analyst at the time
of analysis.
The first alternative requires the users to determine the context of a
communication. For every communication act they have to claim a
speech act type as a meta meaning such as "acknowledgment" and
they also have to insert a reference to the related conversation.
Even though the decisions can be supported by the computer
system (such as automatic references for replies or answer
documents, or suggested speech act types), this still means an extra
effort for all members of the organization. It also requires that users
are familiar with the concepts of speech acts. Therefore, it is likely,
that these additional tasks will alter the communication culture. If
this is desirable or an abject attempt to infiltrate employees has to be
left open for discussion (cp. Suchman 94 and Winograd 94, cp.
p. 35) However, tracking speech act data in this style will always
produce biased analysis results.
Alternatively, speech act information might be added by analysts. As
they have to look at every single communication act, classify it, and
refer it to the right communication context, this is a complex and
costly task. Furthermore it is likely, that communication acts will be
poorly categorized, as context information might be missing at the
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time of analysis. Nevertheless, in some cases this proceeding might
be favorable because background information is available. For
example, if project workflows are analyzed, the workflow
documents might already be categorized within the corresponding
project category. Full text retrieval facilities may help to
automatically classify documents or mail according to Ballmer's and
Brennenstuhl's speech act lexicon (81). However, beside the extra
efforts of an ex post analysis, it may also touch privacy issues. This
is likely as the methods require an in depth analysis of single
communication acts. If this analysis is performed by organization
members, they gain deep insights not only into communication
structures but also into the contents of the communication. If on the
other hand the analysis is performed by external consultants, their
lack of contextual knowledge may negatively influence the analysis
results. Considering all theses aspects a categorization at the time of
analysis seems not to be suitable for continual monitoring and
should be rather used for extraordinary analysis efforts such as for
scientific purposes or in preparation for organizational redesign.
Independently of tracking strategies, the monitoring system should
allow to visualize the gathered speech act information. A typical
analysis will seek to identify similar conversations in order to
support them by more structured workflows or to improve them.
Therefore the system should have capabilities to automatically
recognize structural similarities. Furthermore options have to be
provided to adjust different flows that are similar in structure, but
different in content or style. This requires functionality such as
dividing and concatenating conversations, to group speech act types
to categories, or to group actors according to various criteria. It
should furthermore be possible to change monitoring results such as
speech act types, to exclude selected conversations, or to add new
speech acts to incorporate external or hypothetical data.

3.4.4 Use Cases
Speech Act Enhanced Mail Template:

In addition to functionality of standard mail templates, a
speech act type can or has to be selected from a keyword
list. In case of ambiguity or a long mail, several keywords,
can be selected as well. Furthermore a reference to the
conversation has to be given. This reference can be looked
up from a list of current conversations. Once it is chosen, it
is stored within the system and used as a default value for
new mail. It can also be voided in order to indicate that the
user wants to start a new conversation. For replies, the
default reference is the same as of the mail that the reply
refers to. The current state of a conversations can also be
used to automatically propose a corresponding selection of
speech act types.

Speech Act Form Section
A Speech Act Form Section can be added to standard
database forms. It includes settings for speech act type and
reference as in the Speech Act Mail Template. These
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settings can be inherited from parent documents. As a
default the reference uses the categorization of the
document. The fields can or have to be filled, whenever a
next agent is chosen. All settings have to be stored.

Full Text Retrieval Categorization Agent
For this analysis type, copies of all communication
documents and mail have to be available within a tracking
database. A software agent can run on these documents and
analyze the contained text. It has to find verbs, look them up
in Ballmer's and Brennenstuhl's speech act lexicon (81) and
calculate likelihood indicators for each of the submodels
(used as substitutes for speech act types) . If one model
clearly prevails in this analysis, it is chosen automatically;
otherwise the results are reported to the analyst, who then
has to choose manually.

Visualization
The communication acts are visualized in a network.
Involved persons are visualized as nodes, these nodes are
linked by arrows indicating communication acts. Nodes and
arrows are marked by their name respectively their speech
act type. The user can select to see only one, several or all
conversations. If more then one conversation is shown
simultaneously, each conversation can be highlighted.

request
A B

reject
A

request
C

accept
A

Figure 3-19 speech act sequence (time on the horizontal
axis)
To visualize the order of events time can be used as a
vertical or horizontal axis; actors then have to be displayed
at every occurrence in the workflow (cp.  Figure 3-19).
Alternatively, if actors shall be displayed as one node; time
aspects can be revealed by using an animation mode (cp.
Figure 3-20).

request
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request
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request

A B

reject

request
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Figure 3-20 animated speech act sequence
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In order to find reoccurring patterns, algorithms can be used
to find similar conversations. Optionally speech acts can be
modified, hidden or new ones can be created.

3.5 Social Network Analysis
3.5.1 Overview

Introduction
Social Network Analysis is not based on a coherent theory.
It is a collection of methods that are aimed at analyzing
network data gathered from a social context. These methods
have been developed for various purposes, ranging from
explanations of friendship relations between kindergarten
kids towards analysis of national economies. The applied
methods are as various, starting at simple graphical
representations and culminating in complex algorithms,
based on probability theorems.
The following sections briefly outline the basic terminology
and standard analysis procedures. They are based on the
book "Social Network Analysis" by Wasserman and Faust
(94). Because of the complexity of the scientific background
no references to related research and further methodology
can be provided in the context of this thesis project. For
more detailed explanations and an extensive list of
references refer to Wasserman and Faust (94).

Terminology
Social networks consist of social entities and relations
between these entities. Actors represent the smallest social
entities examined. Depending on the analysis background
these entities can also consists of groups of actors ranging
from habitants of a house, over business units of a company,
to economies. Generally actors9 are graphically represented
by nodes. Relational ties between actors can express various
relations comprising formal ones such as "is subordinate of
", interactions such as "send mail to", and associations such
as "belongs to board of directors". Relations can be
undirected, directed, or a value or magnitude can be
assigned. Depending on the type of relation, different
graphical representations are common: a line for undirected
relations, an arrow for directed relations and symbols or
numbers beside lines or arrows to indicate qualities and
quantities. Representations for nonbinary relations (involving
more than two actors) are more complex and can be
displayed in several styles (cp. affiliation networks and
bipartite graphs).
In order to represent social networks, different types of
graphs can be used. The most simple form are undirected
graphs, often simply referred to as graphs. They consist of
actors and undirected or reflexive relations between them
(cp. Figure 3-21). Typical examples are networks expressing
relations such as "is married to" or "lives near". As many
relations are not reflexive, the concept of directed graphs
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(also called di-graphs) has to be introduced. These directed
relations are represented by arrows; typical examples are
"reports to" or "is parent of" relationships (cp. Figure 3-22).

Figure 3-21 undirected graph

Figure 3-22 directed graph
The next step is to add quality and quantity measures to
relations. Signed (di-) graphs use "+" and "-" to describe
two contrary relations such as "is friend of" or "is enemy of"
(cp. Figure 3-23). Valued (di-) graphs assign values or
magnitudes to relations to indicate their strength or
frequency. Examples are relations such as "meet X-times a
day", or "estimates competence with X on a 12 point scale"
(cp. Figure 3-24).

_ +

+
_

_

Figure 3-23 signed graph
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Figure 3-24 valued digraph
All network types mentioned so far, describe networks with
only one relation type. However, often it is necessary to
analyze different relation types within the same set of actors.
This leads to the use of multigraphs. An example is the
analysis of the two relations "more than eight telephone calls
per day" and "share spare time activities" (cp. Figure 3-25).

Figure 3-25 multigraph
The last assumption which can be dropped is that relations
are limited to relating two actors. Often relations can only be
defined within groups, such as in affiliation and membership
networks. Hypergraphs are used to assess this network type.
A typical example for nonbinary relations are "work in the
same office" or "regularly meet for lunch" (cp. Figure 3-26).
Non binary relations can also be represented as bipartite
graphs, in which nonbinary relations are resolved into binary
ones. Nodes are added for each relation and binary relations
are added between theses nodes and the actors that are part
of the relation (cp. Figure 3-27).

Figure 3-26 hypergraph
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Figure 3-27 bipartite graph
Beside these graphical representations, networks can also be
described in mathematical terms by using matrices or
relational algebra (for details refer to Wasserman/ Faust 94).
As many algorithms require mathematical network
representation, matrices or a relational algebra are the
starting point for applying comprehensive analysis
algorithms.
To describe network properties, social network analysis
contains a set of conventions and terms. The following list
contains brief informal descriptions of some key terms used
for describing social networks as a whole or in parts10:
• a walk describes a sequence of lines and nodes, starting at
a node, following the lines and ending at a node;
• a trail is a walk in which all lines are distinct;
• a path is a walk in which all lines and nodes are distinct;
• a node A is reachable from a given node B, when a path
exists from A to B;
• a cycle is a closed walk with at least three nodes in which
all lines are distinct and all nodes except origin and
terminus11 are distinct as well;
• a tour is a closed walk in which each line of a graph is
used at least once;
• a dyad consists of a pair of actors and the tie(s) between
them;
• a triad consists of three actors and the tie(s) between
them;
• the nodal degree of a node is the number of lines or
arrows, which lead to or away from the node;
• the indegree of a node is the number of arrows, which
lead to the node;
• the outdegree of node is the number of arrows, which
lead away from the node;
• the density of a graph is the ratio of the number of all
relations of the graph against the number of possible
relations between all nodes;
• a geodesic is the shortest path between two nodes.
Centrality and prestige are more complex concepts to
describe the structure of networks. They provide measures
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to assess how important a given node is compared to all
other nodes in a network. This is done by analyzing the
relationship ties to other nodes. Actors are said to be central,
when they are involved in many relationships. Prestige, on
the other hand, only assesses ties which are received by
actors, and can therefore only be used for directed graphs.
Some of the more important centrality and prestige measures
are briefly explained in Table 3-4. Even though their
definitions barely vary, they lead to different results. For a
more detailed discussion about their application cp.
Wasserman and Faust (94).

Measures Description

degree centrality nodal degree in ratio to the number of nodes in the network

closeness centrality based on the sum of all distances of a node to all other nodes of the network

betweenness centrality assess the importance of a node as a direct (shortest) link between
conglomerates

information centrality refines betweenness centrality by also including indirect links

degree prestige compare to degree centrality, only outdegrees are used instead of degree

proximity prestige compare to closeness centrality, only incoming ties are used

status or rank prestige based on the notion that actors, who have ties to other prestigious actors are
more prestigious themselves compared to actors, who only have ties to
marginal actors

Table 3-4 centrality and prestige measures
Balance and transitivity are two other important concepts. A
signed (di)graph is said to be balanced if all (semi-)cycles
have positive signs. Figure 3-28 displays a sample graph; if
the relations in this graph are "like" (+) and "dislike" (-), a
cycle in which the product of the signs is positive, means,
that within the cycle the attitudes between the actors are not
contradictory. In Figure 3-28 the left cycle is balanced
because the product of its signs (-)∗(-)∗(+) evaluates to (+);
in the given context this means, that there is no dissonance
between the actors of this cycle. This is different in the right
cycle, which is not balanced: actor five likes actor four and
six, even though they dislike each other. The concept of
transitivity translates the ideas of balance towards non
signed digraphs. Usually the focus of interest are triads,
which are said to be transitive if for relations between the
three actors the notion "if actor A is related to actor B, and
actor B is related to actor C, then actor A is related to actor
C" is true. A graph is called transitive if all its triads are
transitive.
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Figure 3-28 sample graph
Approaches to Analysis

Whereas the preceding section illustrated the basic
terminology and some more descriptive properties of social
networks, this section focuses on fundamental methods for
analyzing network data. These methods aim to group actors
according to locational and structural criteria, concatenate
relations, or to analyze subgraphs.

Subgroups
Subgroups are important objects for social analysis.
Whereas subgroup is an intuitive concept in reality its
operationalization for analysis purposes is a complex
task. To translate this concept into network analysis
many approaches are described. However four basic
procedures can be identified (Wasserman and
Faust 94). The first one is based on the mutuality of
ties; actors are members of a subgroup if they have
ties to each other member of this group. The second
procedure focuses on the closeness or reachabilty of
subgroup members; instead of demanding mutual ties
between all subgroup members, all actors that are
interrelated by a path which is shorter than a given
maximum are regarded as a subgroup. The third
method uses nodal degrees to determine subgroup
membership; members have to have at least a given
number of ties to other members. The forth method
finally regards actors as a subgroup members, if they
have significantly more ties to subgroup members
than to other actors outside the group.
All subgroup approaches discussed so far have a
local point of view as they look at single actors and
their ties to other actors. In contrast, a global view
can be taken as well; networks are assessed as a
whole and cohesive substructures are filtered out. A
mathematical method to reach this goal is based on
matrix permutation. By using several permutation
steps, the socio matrix of a network is rearranged in
a way that actors that are strongly interrelated are
placed near each other. Another approach is multi
dimensional scaling, which allows to place all
network nodes on a two dimensional grid according
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to their interrelation. Both procedures only
emphasize interrelations between actors; the
applicants finally have to group actors to subgroups
themselves.

Positions and Roles
Two other important concepts of social network
analysis are positions and roles. The difference
between both concepts is described by Wassermann
and Faust (94) as follows:
In social network analysis position refers to a
collection of individuals who are similarly
embedded in networks of relations, while role refers
to the patterns of relations which obtain between
actors or between positions. (p. 348)
Positions are therefore another concept of grouping
actors, whereas roles are used to group relations. A
comprehensive analysis of network data will in most
cases assess both, positions and roles.
Positions are a means to group actors according to
similarities of their relations to other actors' relations.
This is not the same as to group actors into cohesive
subgroups based on their location within the
network. If for example the communication structure
of a company is examined, positional analysis might
point to secretarial positions within several subunits,
because these position have similar communication
patterns; on the other hand the results of an analysis
to find cohesive subgroups might be groupings
revealing subunits or workgroups. As positional
analysis tries to find similar structures within the
network, it has to define structural equivalence. In its
purest style it can be said that "Structurally
equivalent actors have identical ties to and from
identical actors, on all . . . relations" (Wasserman and
Faust 94, p.357, dots added). However, as this
definition is very strictly, algorithms are needed to
determine a degree of structural equivalence between
two given actors. Typical methods are based on
Euclidean distances or correlation measures; more
advanced ones use automorphic and isomorphic
equivalence, regular equivalence, local role
equivalence, or ego algebra (for details refer to
Wassermann and Faust 94). If no absolute structural
equivalence is given, proximity degrees have to be
used and actors have to be grouped into positions
according to these degrees. Several algorithms are
available to support this task (cp. Wasserman and
Faust 94).
In contrast to positions and cohesive subgroups,
roles are compound relations. Examples are kinship
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relations such as a grandmother relation that is
composed of two mother relations, or a formal
organizational relation such as the secretary of the
boss of an employee. As the last example shows, the
order of relations within a role often has to be fixed,
e.g. the mentioned role secretary of the boss of an
employee is not the same as the boss of the secretary
of an employee. For role analysis several strategies
may be used. The most common one is to group
relations according to criteria originating from the
context of the analysis. The two role examples given
above indicate this proceeding; neither the role
"grandmother" nor "secretary of the boss of an
employee" can be derived from the network itself,
but originates from background information. Another
strategy is to apply algorithms to find similar
relations in order to group them. Even though the
general proceeding is similar to positional analysis,
the algorithms are even more complex. By using
grouped relations a new graph can be produced and
further analyzed.

Dyads and Triads
Another approach to network analysis are statistical
approaches based on dyads and triads. Instead of
analyzing global networks properties or single actors,
the analysis focuses on small subsets of the network,
either dyads, consisting of two actors, or triads,
consisting of three actors. Firstly, networks are
decomposed into all contained dyads or triads. Then
different types of dyads and triads are defined and
their occurrence within the subgraph is counted (the
result is called a census). Finally, this occurrence can
be compared to statistical expectations about the
distribution by using standard statistical methods (an
example is described in the exhibit). It is also possible
to analyze subgraphs with more than three actors
using similar proceedings, even though most network
properties can be analyzed by using dyads and triads.
Exhibit: Example for dyads

A

C D

B

A C B D

A B

A D

B C

C D
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Figure 3-29 sample digraph Figure 3-30 dyads of sample digraph

The sample graph in Figure 3-29 can be decomposed into the dyads shown in Figure 3-30.
By using the standardized dyads of Figure 3-31, the dyad census can be described as [Null
Dyad: 2; Mutual Dyad: 2; Symmetric Dyad: 2]. Depending on the context, a standard
census can be estimated using statistical distributions; this probabilistic census can then be
compared to the one found in the analyzed network.

Null Dyad:

Mutual Dyad:

Asymetric Dyad:

Asymetric Dyad:

Figure 3-31 standard dyads
3.5.2 Relevance for workflow monitoring

Social network analysis methods offer many comprehensive
methods for structuring and analyzing network data. In the context
of workflow monitoring it seems especially useful for analyzing ad
hoc workflows. For this workflow type, analysis findings have to be
derived from its structure, which is the strength of social network
analysis. Suitable analysis areas are for example the search for
information origins, -brokers or -sinks, and for reoccurring
processes. Social network analysis might also be applicable to
analyze complex 7structured and semi-structured flows, e.g. to
uncover critical links that might cause a workflow breakdown if not
performed in time. Nevertheless network methods are more relevant
for designing structured workflows than for monitoring them.
Therefore social network analysis is especially beneficial for
unstructured workflows.
Many of the proposed analysis methods can directly be applied for
workflows networks. The analysis of cohesive subgroups may
reveal team structures within the organization. Positional analysis
may help to identify information gatekeepers or other reoccurring
structural patterns. Roles can be used to group similar or
interrelated relations in order to simplify networks. The examination
of subgraphs, such as dyadic and triadic analysis might reveal
information about other structural network properties such as
transitivity. However, it has to be emphasized that social network
analysis only offers methods for finding structures but no semantic
clues for interpretations. An analysis of cohesive subgroups within a
network of ad hoc workflows might for example point to a number
of teams within the company. However, the methods do no support
analysts in interpreting the findings: they have to derive from the
context of the analysis if and why groupings make sense. In the
example groups might define long-term workgroups, unofficial
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power coalitions or project teams; their unraveling might lead to
better support for the groups, changed unit structures or
interventions to decrease group cohesion.
The application of social network analysis has another caveat. Most
methods proposed by social network analysis, are no simple of the
shelf solutions, applicable to all kinds of problems. As a general rule
the application of network analysis methods becomes the more
complex the more elaborated the outcomes have to be. Therefore
these methods should only be applied by experienced analysts
knowing the strength and shortcomings of each algorithm. As an
alternative it may be feasible to identify methods for standard
evaluations of network data, such as to find information gateways
or to identify groupings.

3.5.3 Requirements
Social Network Analysis primarily supports data analysis. Therefore
it produces no new requirements for workflow tracking.
Workflow networks can usually be represented by valued digraphs
stating how often messages where exchanged between actors. When
different message types are distinguished or other relations such as
formal organizational structures have to be covered, hypergraphs
have to be used. Therefore methods applicable to valued digraphs
and hypergraphs are most important. However, many important
social network analysis methods are only applicable to signed
digraphs or simple graphs. To apply these methods, conversion
methods are required even though an information loss has to be
taken into account. Hypergraphs should also be representable by
bipartite graphs. Furthermore a computer representation might
allow more advanced visualizations of hypergraphs such as by using
different colors for different relations or by exploiting three
dimensional display techniques. Another approach to curb the
complexity of hypergraphs is to partition them into different views
in order concentrate on a special relation types.
As stated, workflow networks will usually display actors or groups
of actors as nodes and relationships such as "send mail to" or
"forward folder" as lines or arrows. Nevertheless, other applications
of network method towards workflow monitoring are feasible as
well; e.g. with nodes representing document states or physical data
locations.

3.5.4 Use Cases
The system has to display monitoring information in different
network styles such as outlined in the terminology section (graph,
digraph etc.). It has to support an arrangement of network elements
by offering automatic arrangement functionality as well as user
controlled alignment methods. In order to find, mark, and select
actors, groups, or relations, the analyst can either use graphical
methods, or browse through textual information provided in outline
structures to trace network items. Once nodes are selected, they can
be colored, grouped, hidden or the representation style can be
manipulated. Nodes can be grouped into subgroups. Each subgroup
can be displayed in a special window, only showing relations within
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the group and to interface nodes. To allow role analysis, relations
can be grouped or concatenated to compound roles. In case several
kinds of relationships are monitored, the user can choose to display
distinct relation types with different arrow-types, different colors, or
different labels.
The user can define which information the system displays for nodes
and arrows. This can be done for all nodes and arrows in common,
for special nodes and arrows, or for special types of nodes and
arrows. Displayable information items are actor or relation
attributes and graph properties such as densities or in/ out degrees.
The system has to calculate this standard properties of nodes and
networks. It has to be easily expandable in order to add other
algorithms and properties. It has to support the identification of
cohesive subgroups, by offering at least one standard method. The
system also has to provide methods to find positions and roles.
As many network algorithms are available as separate programs, the
system has to provide an interface to such applications. It has to
export and import network information in standard mathematical
formats such as matrices. It should also be able to compute dyadic,
triadic and k-adic census information of given networks and to
export this information. Therefore the system has to offer
mechanisms to define standard patterns for dyads, triads and k-ads.
To define these patterns users can specify out of how many nodes
the pattern consists, which attributes have to be fulfilled by the
nodes, and which attributes have to be fulfilled by the relations.
Each pattern can be named and numbered. A pattern collection can
be saved. Standard pattern collections such as for dyads and triads
have to be available without customized declaration.
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3.6 Workflow Management Systems: Example GroupFlow
3.6.1 Overview

Introduction
The Pavone GroupFlow system is based on an enterprise
model outlined by Nastansky and Hilpert (94b), and Ott
(94). It distinguishes three conceptual layers: the process
model, describing single workflow tasks and their order; the
infrastructure model, describing organizational structures
and resources; and the information model, describing the
technical environment of the workflow system. However,
for assessing the system functionality a more pragmatic point
of view can be taken, following the technical design of the
GroupFlow system. This design is based on three databases
each representing a distinct concept: the Routing
Specification Database contains the process definitions; the
Organization Structure Database describes which agents are
assigned to which roles, units or workgroups; and the
Application Database contains all workflow instances. Thus
the concepts process definition, organizational structure, and
workflow instance can be derived. The following sections
outline the functionality of the GroupFlow system according
to these concepts. Workflow instances are described in more
detail than process definition and organizational structure;
they are especially important for developing an
understanding of what is to be monitored. All system
descriptions are based on a functional view towards the
GroupFlow system, regardless of technical implementation
details.

Instance Description
Every GroupFlow instance is started by an initiator, by
specifying a name for the instance and selecting a workflow
type, which she or he is entitled to start. The system chooses
the current workflow version, creates a document and
records a time stamp for the initiation. The initiator can
furthermore choose the priority of the workflow, change the
due date and switch the mail notification option on or off.
After the initiation is completed, the first workflow task
commences.
For each workflow task instance the document is modified
according to the workflow definition. Subject of this
definition are the editors of the document, the main form and
additional forms, an activity list, a list of resources, the
planned duration, the document access control, and a task
description. Editors can be specified agents, a workgroup, a
unit, or a role. Workgroups and units can be furthermore
specified by a fixed number of performers or by a team
manager; units can either include or not include subunits;
roles can be parameterized or depend on a field value.
In each edit session of a workflow task instance an actor,
having editor rights, can perform several actions that can be
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divided into two categories. The first deals with features of
the GroupFlow engine such as represented by various
buttons; the second with actual task related work within the
document.
GroupFlow actions are the use of the buttons "Save&Exit",
"Save", "Lock" (while editing), "Change Form", "Main
Form", "Previous Form", "Exception Routing", "Task
Completed", "Redefine Team", "Define Exit Points" and
"Help". Furthermore the user can change exit settings, tick
activities, add a comment, change the mail notification
option, and change due date and priority. Some actions
require additional choices by the user: the "Change Form"
action requires to select a form; to redefine an open team
and to define exit points users have to be selected; the exit
setting "select" requires to select one or several actors; a
new comment has to be keyed in; a new priority has to be
selected, and a new due has to be given. The "Exception
Routing" and "Task completed" action require more
information as well; because of their complexity they are
described later in more detail.
The task related work within an edit session can not be
described universally. Users can perform actions that are not
reflected within Lotus Notes, such as making phone calls or
shipping goods to customers. However, in many cases the
task performance will result in some field changes within the
document. The description of important fields and how new
values of these fields are to be interpreted differs from
workflow to workflow and often even from task to task
within one workflow.
The action "Exception Routing" requires to choose between
"e-mail based dialog about workflow item", "Partial
Delegation", "Complete Delegation" and "Request
Cancellation". For the "e-mail based dialog about workflow
item" a receiver , a subject, and the mail text are to be
specified or to be changed; the cancellation request is
automatically sent to the workflow supervisor, the subject
and mail text can be changed; for partial and full delegations
performers have to be specified and a new task definition is
to be added. To specify performers, the user can choose
between agents, roles, prior task instances, workgroups,
units including subunits, and units excluding subunits.
Agents are further specified by their name; roles are further
specified by the role name; prior task instances are further
specified by their identifier; workgroups and units are further
specified by their name and either by selected group
members or by all members.
For each edit session a time stamp is recorded. Edit session
either end with the action "Save&Exit", "Save" and a manual
document closing, "Task Completed" or one of the
exception handling possibilities.
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Each workflow task instance ends with an edit session
closed by a "Task Completed" action or by a full delegation
exception handling.
After the end of a workflow task instance the system
evaluates all possible next workflow tasks. For each of these
tasks the condition determined in the workflow definition is
checked. On "Always" the task is always chosen; on
"Multiple Selection" and "Exclusive Selection" it is only
chosen if the actor of the finished task instance selects it; on
"Condition" the system automatically evaluates an
expression given in the workflow definition and decides on
the result whether to choose the task or not (if the system
can not evaluate the condition, the user can manually choose
the next task or send an e-mail to the supervisor); on "Else"
the task is only chosen if no other tasks are chosen
beforehand. For all chosen workflow tasks that are not
addressed to actors or open teams, the user has to decide
whether to address it to the whole unit, workgroup, or role,
or only to selected members. If more than one workflow
task is chosen, copies are routed to the additional task
instances.
Workflow task instances that have several direct
predecessors do not start with an edit session, but with a
merge. The user has to choose one of the predecessor
documents as the "Merge Parent" by using the designated
button. Single field contents can be transferred manually
between different predecessor documents. Intermediary
states can be saved and left for a later edit. To complete the
merge the user has to perform a "Task Completed" action. If
not for all predecessor documents a "Complete Merge"
action was performed, the user is prompted to confirm the
merge. If the user does not confirm, the merge can not be
completed.
If the user starts a partial or full delegation, a new task
instance is inserted. It refers to the same workflow task
definition as the original task instance; however, the editors
are changed according to the user choice (cp. action
"Exception Routing"). Within a full delegation, the original
task is automatically finished, and the new task inherits its
successors, whereas within a partial delegation, the original
task is just on hold and is continued after the new task is
completed. Otherwise, the same actions can be performed as
in a normal task instance.
If a workflow task instance has no successor, this workflow
instance branch is finished. If all of theses branches are
finished, the workflow instance is finished as well.

Process Description
The process description of the GroupFlow system consists
of three main parts: global workflow information, workflow
task definitions, and routing descriptions. This data is usually
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specified by using the GroupFlow Modeler and stored in the
"Routing Specification Database".
The global workflow information describes properties that
belong to a workflow as a whole such as type and version
information. A detailed list of the information items is
presented in Table 3-5.

information item type

workflow type name name

workflow type ID identifier

workflow version integer

workflow process designer user name

workflow process supervisor user name

workflow status ("active", "freeze" or "design")

workflow description text
Table 3-5 global workflow information
A workflow task definition is described in Table 3-6. It
contains general information, such as identifiers or task
descriptions, specifies who is supposed to perform the task,
which forms and resources shall be used, which activities
have to be performed, describes the time frame for the task
and defines who can access the task document.

information item type

workflow task ID identifier

editor

actor user name

or workgroup

workgroup name name

and all members true/ false

or fixed number of members number

or open team

team manager user name

or unit

unit name name

and all members true/ false

or fixed number of members number

or open team

team manager user name

or role

role name name

and standard true/ false
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or parameter parameter

or field fieldname

forms

main form formname

additional forms list of form names

resources

resource list list of resource names

activities

activity list list of activities

task duration time

document access

all true/ false

or selected list of user names

or editors only true/ false

description text

Modeler information

task icon bitmap

task position (integer * integer)

Table 3-6 workflow task definition
The items necessary to define a routing condition between
two workflow tasks are listed in Table 3-7. All routing
conditions of a workflow definition together define the
logical or causal order of the workflow tasks.

information item type

routing ID identifier

predecessor workflow task workflow task identifier

successor workflow task workflows task identifier

Condition

condition name name

and always true/ false

or multiple selection true/ false

or exclusive decision true/ false

or condition Lotus Notes formula

or else true/ false
Table 3-7 routing relation definition
For detailed information and comments compare Pavone
(95) and Ott (94).

Organizational Structure Description
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The GroupFlow system (version 1.0) offers three simple but
yet powerful organizational concepts to manage agents;
these are units, roles, and workgroups. Units are hierarchical
means of aggregation; they can contain other units, agents,
or both. Every unit is specified by a name and its members.
Optionally a unit manager and a predecessor unit can be
specified. Workgroups can also be used for hierarchical
aggregation; however, whereas units are ordered in trees
(they can only be directly contained within one parent unit),
workgroups can be organized as networks (they can be
contained in several other workgroups). Workgroups are
specified by their name, their member agents and member
groups; they may optionally contain a team manager. Roles
can not be used for hierarchical aggregation. They are
specified by their name and their members; additionally they
can contain an argument for using them as categorized roles
such as "Marketing Manager - West" and "Marketing
Manager - East". For all organizational concepts offered by
the GroupFlow approach textual descriptions can be added;
for administrative purposes the creator of the data entry is
recorded as well.
All organizational aggregations are manipulated and stored
within the "Organization Structure Database". Table 3-8
summarizes the organizational structure description.

information item unit workgroup role

name X X X

members X X

(other workgroups
are also allowed as

members)

X

team manager X X -

description X X X

author of
description

X X X

others predecessor (only one
predecessor allowed)

parameter

Table 3-8 organizational structure description
3.6.2 Relevance for workflow monitoring

For organizations using workflow management systems, workflow
monitoring is an important issue. First of all they need to control
workflow instances on a managerial level; e.g. they need to know,
which status a special workflow instance has at given point in time.
Workflow monitoring also is beneficial for verifying and improving
workflow design by using experiences gathered in real life
scenarios. Furthermore it may help to balance structured and semi-
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structured workflows components. Monitoring of ad hoc workflows
that are independent of the modeled flows, can help to make
existing workflow definitions more efficient and may also support
the identification of new candidates for structured workflow design
(cp. section 2.4).
The administration of workflow instances is important for utilizing
their full potentials. Workflows are not supposed to vanish after
their initiation and to suddenly reappear again after they are
finished. Therefore not only the results of structured and semi-
structured workflows are important, but also interim reports and
status information. An example is a situation were the organization
has to react appropriately to a customer request concerning an
already running workflow, such as an order or reclamation; in a
case like this, a monitoring system should allow to easily access the
status of such a workflow in order to respond quickly. Other
examples are workflows that are likely to exceed time limits.
Sometimes such a development might be obvious very early in the
workflow processing. Therefore schedule reports and alarms should
be available for workflow administrators to enable early
countermeasures. However, to administrate workflows, it is also
important to have protocol information of running or already
completed workflows. To reconstruct a decision, it might for
example be necessary to know who was involved in a workflow
processing or who has to take account for outcomes of a workflow
instance.
Beside workflow administration, design issues are also relevant for
workflow monitoring. Even though workflow systems, such as
GroupFlow, offer intuitive workflow modeling tools and enable
comprehensive simulations of new designs, real life applications of
these designs may lead to unpredictable effects. A new workflow
might for example have bottlenecks, because some involved agents
are overburdened; it might as well run smoothly and rather slow
down other workflows. Another trap might be to design very
efficient workflows with excellent simulation results; however, these
workflows may fail to recognize informal structures of
organizations. An example is a credit application in which agents
are insecure about judging themselves and therefore have to check
with other - more experienced- colleagues. A typical indicator for
this kind of problem is the extensive usage of delegation and other
exception handling facilities. In the other extreme, monitoring
results may reveal, that many special cases of a business process
explicitly modeled within a workflow, were only rarely or never
used. To simplify running and administering of such workflows, a
leaner workflow design might be more effective even though it
implies exception handling from time to time.
One of the strength of the GroupFlow system is, that it enables to
incorporate advantages of ad hoc communication within structured
workflows (cp. Nastansky/ Hilpert 95). Workflow Monitoring is in
this context especially helpful to balance structured against semi-
structured and ad hoc workflows. If for example "controlled team
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tasks", based on a GroupFlow feature allowing team managers to
coordinate tasks within their group independently, always follow the
same course, they might as well be substituted by structured
workflows. If on the opposite a structured workflow section always
is bypassed by delegations or gets stuck very often, to insert an
"controlled team task" might be feasible solution.
The monitoring of ad hoc workflows in the organizational
environment of workflow systems, might be worthwhile as well. On
the one hand the use of organizational resources can be assessed
more accurately. Monitoring results can for example be used as
background information for simulations of new workflow designs;
this supports more realistic ex-ante scenarios. On the other hand it
may also be a good starting point for designing structured
workflows; if an ad hoc workflow is often repeated in a similar
style, it might be substituted by a structured flow. Monitoring of ad
hoc workflows can therefore be used as a fundament for the
introduction of new workflows.

3.6.3 Requirements for workflow monitoring
A monitoring system intending to capture GroupFlow workflows
has to be able to access the three information domains of the
GroupFlow system: the workflow definitions, the organizational
information and the workflow instances. However, in contrast to
the runtime environment, monitoring requires to have an enhanced
time management: workflow definitions have to be available for
workflows already completed; organizational structures have to be
reconstructable for analysis of events in the past; the complete
history of workflow instances has to be analyzable. Whereas the
GroupFlow system has a version management for workflow
definitions, this has to be developed for organizational structure and
workflow instance data. All changes on the "Organization Structure
Database" have therefore to be recorded to enable reconstruction.
For workflow instances all changes have to be tracked and stored to
allow a later analysis.
To support workflow administration, the monitoring system should
enable an overview about running processes. Such a feature is
already built in within the GroupFlow system. Database views, such
as "Overview\ Current Agent" or "Overview\ By Status", list all
running workflow instances according to various criteria (cp. Figure
3-32). Several features allowing to review the history of a specific
workflow instance are available as well; the protocol option records
all performers of previous tasks, the history popup reveals
information about the agents who were already involved in the
current task, and the exceptions are registered in the exception field.
Enhanced monitoring features would include a workflow schedule
management that automatically reports delayed workflows and
calculates hypothetical completion times for different scenarios.
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Figure 3-32 example for an administration view within the
GroupFlow Application Database
For assessing design issues, several workflow instances of the same
type have to be comparable. This is necessary to gather information
about how a given workflow design is used in a real life
environment. The comparison includes average duration of tasks,
how often subworkflows were used, which group members have
performed tasks and so on. Many of these and similar features can
be found in the Pavone Simulator component. To compare different
workflow types, workflow instances of different workflow types
have to be assessed together. An examples for an application of this
feature is a comparison between different design variants for the
same business process.
For monitoring ad hoc workflows, data tracking should be available
for normal Lotus Notes Databases and e-mail as well. The focus of
the tracked data should be on flow aspects that is on the order in
which documents were processed. A prototype for analyzing such
information is the Pavone Analyzer. shows an example for the
visualization of a task force workflow. The successor relationships
are indicated by arrows; the order of events is revealed by an
animated document icon, floating between the agents. Other views
for analyzing the current workload of particular agents and for
visualizing the order of events within a static view are available as
well.
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Figure 3-33 example for analyzing a task force workflow with
the Pavone Analyzer

3.6.4 Use Cases
Display of one workflow instance

Workflow instances are visualized on the background
picture of their workflow definition. A visualization of one
workflow instance consists of the following parts:

initiation sequence
A document icon is displayed on top of the position
of the first workflow task of the workflow. The name
of the initiator and the date of initiation are displayed
as textual information beside the icon. On demand
the user can open an information sheet window,
showing additional information of the initiation such
as due date or mail notification option (cp. instance
description).

workflow task instance
A new document icon is displayed on the position of
the corresponding workflow task definition. If the
workflow task instance has more than one
predecessor, a merge has to be visualized (described
separately).
At each workflow task, beside the document icon
several information items are displayed: number of
edit sessions, performers, date of first edit and date
of last edit. On demand the user can open an
information window revealing additional information
of the workflow task. Also on demand a workflow
task edits window can be opened (described
separately).

workflow task edits
In an edit session window the sequence of edit
sessions is visualized. For each edit session an icon is
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displayed, showing the name of the performer, the
performed actions and the edit date. On demand, an
information sheet revealing additional information for
each edit session can be shown. The icons are
connected via arrows, showing the sequence of edit
sessions.

routing
For each successor of a workflow task a new
document icon is created and placed on the routing
position, which is midway between the workflow
task and its successor. As textual information, the
address information chosen by the predecessor is
displayed.
As an option, an arrow can be drawn from the
workflow task instance to the successor task. If an
arrow already exists its thickness is adjusted.

merge
If several documents were merged, a new document
icon is created and placed underneath the routing
position of the document icon representing the
parent document. The information "chosen as merge
parent" and the name of the performer, who has
merged the documents are displayed. On demand an
information window can be displayed to reveal
additional information.

mail notification
As an option a small mail icon ( ) can be displayed
beside workflow task instances, in which mail
notifications were send.

mail based dialog about workflow item

A "mail send" icon ( ) is created beside the
workflow task. The sender, receiver, and subject are
displayed as text. On demand an information window
can be displayed.

partial and full delegation
A new document icon is created beside the workflow
task position or delegation icon from which it was
initiated; additionally, an arrow is drawn from the
initiator to the delegation icon. Initiator, date, and
new task definition are displayed as text. On demand
an information window can be displayed. As
delegations are similar to workflow tasks, a workflow
task edits window can be displayed as well.
For a full delegation, arrows are drawn to the routing
positions of the successor tasks. For a partial
delegation an arrow is drawn back to the initiator.

cancel requests
Cancel requests are displayed as mail based dialogs;
as the only difference the icon is crossed out.
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Display of several workflow definitions and grouping
If several workflow definitions have to be displayed, they are
all shown in the same window. As a default, they are placed
underneath each other, but can be rearranged manually.
Tasks nodes can be grouped by selecting them and then
choosing a group option. The default position and name of
the group is the same as of the first task selected. A new
name can be given or one of the other task names can be
chosen. The grouping can be reversed, the position of the
ungrouped tasks are the same as before grouping. Groups
can be included in other groups as well. However, no task or
group can directly belong to more than one parent group.
A group window can be displayed for every group, showing
only the tasks and edges within the group. Tasks that are
connected to the group are displayed with a distinct small
icon and their name; they can not be further grouped within
the group window.
In order to ease the analysis of similar workflow versions,
the system can analyze task definitions of different versions
and select tasks with similar definitions. The selection can
than be used to group these tasks together.

Display of several instances
To visualize several instances simultaneously, the same
procedures are used as described for the analysis of one
instance. However, some of the concepts have to be
enlarged:

several document icons at the same position
If several document icons are displayed at the same
position, they are displayed cascaded. If more than
five document icons are at the same position, an icon
showing cascaded documents is shown instead; on
top of this icon a number indicates, how many
documents normally would have to be displayed.
To see information sheet windows the user can either
select on of the document icons via the workflow
instance name or choose a summarized information
sheet window.

summarized information sheet window
In this window, the values of all properties are
summed up. For text properties the entries are shown
in a list, similar entries are only mentioned once with
a number indicating their frequency of occurrence.
For number values averages are calculated (the user
should be able to select different types of averages or
handle number fields like text fields).

workflow task edits window
The user can either see only the data of one instance,
or of all instances simultaneously.

Animation Mode
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On demand the user can visualize data in an animation
mode. All routing and edit steps of all selected workflow
instances are ordered according to their occurring. In this
sequence the document icons are shown on the background
of the workflow definition. As an option, the icons of
predecessors within the same workflow instance can be
hidden in order to realize an image of documents flowing
along the workflow definition.

Extended features
Information display for different icons types and arrows

The information displayed at icons is variable and the
style mentioned so far is just a default. The user can
switch to an edit mode. For all icons types, such as
workflow task instance icon, routing icon, delegation
icon, and workflow definition icon, styles can be
defined. For each of the icons types, a list with
available properties is displayed. The user can drag
properties from this list, and drop them at a position
beside the icon. Furthermore, the text format such as
bold, color, and alignment of this property can be
changed individually. By this procedure a new style
can be defined. The styles can then be managed
separately (style library, save style, load style etc.).
The information displayed at arrows can be
manipulated in the same way. It is also possible to
change the arrow style.

A separate information sheet window
Instead of always using menus to display
information, a separate window can be opened,
always showing the information of the selected
object.

Marking of workflow instances
If several instances are displayed simultaneously, the
user can select one or several instances either by their
names or by selecting some of their document icons.
These instances can then be highlighted or all other
instances can be hidden.

Workflow definition can be hidden or moved
Sometimes it might me irritating to see the workflow
definition on the background of the screen. Therefore
the users can hide it. In order to avoid overlapping,
the workflow definition can also be moved as a
whole against the instances. As a default, the
workflow definition is placed slightly more left than
the instance visualization.

4 Legal and Ethical Concerns
This chapter aims to assess legal and ethical questions surrounding computerized
monitoring facilities. It also addresses general concerns about the application of
representations. As all these questions have fundamental impacts on the design and
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application of workflow monitoring systems, they have to be considered
throughout.

4.1 Legal Situation in the United States
Legal restrictions on information technology are an extensively discussed
topic in the United States. Many individuals and groups are emotionally
involved in the debate about privacy, freedom of information, and resulting
duties of the Government. The discussion is centered around public
networking and computer crime; typical issues are encryption, protection of
information assets of private and governmental organizations, or content
restrictions of openly published information (cp. Hawk 94). The legal
situation reflects these topics. The American legislation was extended to
cover computer crimes, and furthermore new laws were introduced to
protect Governmental interests such as the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act
passed in 1984 (Anonymous 91).
However, electronic monitoring of employees has a different status in the
discussion. On the one hand frequently concerns are raised about its
usefulness and ethical implications (cp. for example Marx/ Sherizen 86 or
Hawk 94); even health risks and raised stress potentials are reported (e.g.
Aiello/ Kolb 95). On the other hand no adequate attempts were made to
restrict electronic monitoring by law. Employees and employers have to
negotiate terms of monitoring themselves and as unions only have a minor
impact, this leaves nearly all power to employers. As a result some
estimated six million workers in the United States are subject of more or
less intensive computerized performance monitoring (Office of Technology
Assessment 87, cited in Hawk 94). Employers are allowed to wiretap
phone calls (as long as they are not private) and register call quantities; they
can furthermore record conversations between coworkers, and apply all
kinds of computer monitoring (cp. PRC 93). However, when employers set
up policies concerning monitoring, these are legally binding (cp. PRC 93).

4.2 Legal Situation in Germany
The basic building block of German laws, concerning information
technology, is the intention to protect citizens from restrictions imposed by
data that can be related to their persons ("Personen beziebare Daten"),
cp. §1 (1), BDSG 90. All Governmental organizations have to follow
general rules for surveying, transferring and storing this kind of data. These
regulations are also valid for private companies if they use this type data for
commercial reasons. It is only allowed to survey data that is related to the
direct purpose of the survey (e.g. it is not allowed to ask for income
information on a passport application form). Furthermore, it has always to
be known which personal data is stored, where it is stored, and who has
been able to access it. Finally the usage of the data has to be defined
explicitly.
All these regulations are not valid for tracking and analyzing performance
data of employees. However, opposite to the situation in the United States,
employers are restricted in applying computerized monitoring. The
"Betriebsverfassungsgesetz"12 grants codetermination rights to employee
representatives whenever technical means for employee monitoring are
installed or used (compare §87 (6) BetrVG). The jurisdiction has
interpreted the meaning of "technical means for employee monitoring" very
widely. Not only fully automated tracking systems are covered, but also
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monitoring proceedings which are based on manual data tracking. In one
case, for example, a simple spreadsheet like program was considered to be
a technical monitoring device; its aim was to calculate productivity
indicators by assessing data about working times and work outputs at an
assembly line relying partly on data collected manually by the workers
themselves (CR 95). Codetermination rights are granted as soon as any
information about employee performance or behavior is automatically
recorded or if such information is automatically processed (Gnade et.
al. 92).
Even though the law protects individual employees, monitoring of group
performance is regarded subject of regulations as well, at least in case it
might lead to pressure on single individuals (CR 95). It is not necessary,
that pressure is exercised by using monitoring outcomes for piece wages or
additional benefits. Even the intention to use it as an active means of self-
control for employees is regarded as pressuring them and therefore subject
of regulations. Moreover it has been argued that if employers introduce
such a system as a means of self-control for large groups, the group size
does not make a difference; the fact that the employers belief in
productivity gains by introducing automated monitoring systems is enough
evidence for intended pressure on group members (CR 95).

4.3 Ethical Aspects
4.3.1 Introduction

To assess ethical dimensions of workflow monitoring, it is useful to
clarify the concept of ethical correctness. Hawk (94) describes two
possible approaches, one based on Utilarism, the other on Kantian
ethical theory. Utilarism assesses the ethical or moral quality of an
action by evaluating its consequences; therefore monitoring may be
regarded as ethically correct if its outcomes are more favorable than
the current situation for all involved parties. The Kantian approach
on the opposite, believes in ethical correctness as an inherent feature
of an action; instead of weighting outcomes against each other,
universal social values determine whether monitoring is perceived as
ethical correct or not. An ethical analysis of workflow monitoring
has therefore to assess different design alternatives and their
outcomes to satisfy demands of Utilarism. Kantian philosophy can
not be operationalized in that way; however, an in depth analysis,
such as proposed by Utilarism, may prove to be beneficial for
applying universal moral categories, as well.

4.3.2 Research On Performance Monitoring
The different research areas on electronic and computerized
monitoring are visualized in Figure 4-1. Different monitoring
variables have been examined upon their relation to monitoring
outcomes. These outcomes can be distinguished within two
categories: employee related outcomes and supervisor respectively
organization related outcomes. For employees, factors, such as job
satisfaction, stress, or health hazards, are typically assessed. On the
organizational side, performance quantity and quality are
predominant outcome measures. The research has been examining
various relations between these outcomes and variables of the
monitoring environment. Concerning the computerized monitoring
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system, measures of monitoring intensity are examined upon their
influence on monitoring output; these measures are usually task
coverage, frequency of reporting monitoring results, and group vs.
individual monitoring. Another focus of interest are supervisors and
how they perceive monitoring data, i.e. to which extent they rely on
computerized data and how this analysis data compares to other
traditional monitoring sources. Finally, employees' predispositions
towards monitoring and its influence on monitoring outcomes are
examined. It has to be emphasized that the mentioned factors are
interrelated; job satisfaction will for example have an impact on
performance quality. Therefore the categorization is somehow
imperfect. Nevertheless it provides a valuable framework for a
comprehensive description of research results.

frequency of report

task coverage

electronic 
monitoring

supervisor

perception

of monitoring 
data

employee

predisposition

outcomes

health

performance

stress

job satisfaction

quality

quantity

Figure 4-1 interrelation of monitoring variables
The design of electronic or computerized performance monitors is
determined by different variables that are influencing outcomes. In
an empirical study Hawk (94) points to several dependencies. His
analysis reveals that the more tasks were monitored the more stress
and health problems were reported. Task coverage also had
negative impacts on the evaluation fairness perceived by monitored
employees. The same study also reveals, that the frequency in which
monitoring results were reported to supervisors was negatively
related to job stress; thus - somehow astonishing- the more often
supervisors received monitoring information, the less employees
experienced job related stress. The analysis of the frequency of
reporting monitoring results toward employees themselves,
produced ambiguous results: the more often employees were
informed about their monitoring results, the more they experienced
stress; however, the more they were informed, the more satisfied
they were with the evaluation. Another study conducted by Aiello
and Kolb (95), compares stress levels of nonmonitored, individually
monitored, and groupwise monitored subjects in a laboratory
situation. The study reveals that monitored subjects perceived more
stress than nonmonitored ones. The stress levels of groupwise
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monitored subjects were higher than of nonmonitored ones, and
lower than of individually monitored subjects. However, the
performances of both individually and groupwise monitored
subjects were similar.
Another domain of output relevant variables is centered around the
behavior of supervisors. Corresponding to research results on the
effects of task coverage, Hawk (94) reports strong reliance on
electronic monitoring data to have negative impacts on the
perceived evaluation satisfaction. Positive effects for perceived
stress levels and on employees' health were observed for situations
in which monitoring results were discussed between employees and
supervisors (Hawk 94); furthermore, this increased the perceived
evaluation satisfaction. Grant, Higgins and Irving (88) state, that
within their empirical study, supervisors did not solely rely on
monitoring data, but rather used several non computerized
performance measures as well. A related research area deals with
the perception of monitoring data by supervisors. A laboratory
study by Kulik and Ambrose (95) assess differences in processing
computerized versus processing visual data for performance
appraisal. They find, that subjects did not overvalue computerized
data; they rather concentrated too much on visual information and
applied computerized data only for restricted areas of appraisal.
However, Kulik and Ambrose state themselves, that in existing
organizations the picture might be different, as supervisors may tend
to rationalize their decision in order to defend themselves against
employees. The study also reveals, that subjects tended to decide
quickly on viewing positive visual performances, whereas they took
more time for evaluating poor visual performances by also using
computerized data. Finally, regarding monitoring outcomes on the
organizational side, concerns have been raised that monitoring
overvalues quantitative versus qualitative performance aspects. This
for example is expressed in the essay title "Computerized
Performance Monitors: Are They Costing You Customers?" (Grant/
Higgins/ Irving 88).
The last category of outcome related factors can be attributed to
monitored employees. Whether they experience job satisfaction,
stress, or even health hazards not only adheres on the design of the
monitoring system and the behavior of supervisors, but also
depends on individual attributes of employees. Chalykoff and
Kochan (94) conclude from their empirical research, that only a part
of the outcomes of monitoring can be controlled by sound
monitoring system design and effective supervision; the other part is
dependent on previous attitudes of employees towards monitoring.
Therefore they suggest to preferably engage applicants with positive
attitudes towards monitoring and to transfer others to non-
monitored jobs or otherwise to find alternatives to computerized
monitoring. Another indicator for influences of individual
disposition is described by Grant, Higgins and Irving (88). They
state, that performance gains by monitoring are more likely to be
reached by employees who are able to internalize monitoring goals
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(such as high performance quantity) than by employees who are
opposed to these goals (e.g. are motivated by social contacts).
Finally, Aiello and Kolb (93) present some striking results of
laboratory experiments. These experiments show that monitoring
produced higher performances for high ability participants;
however, the performance of low ability participants got worse
when monitored. Therefore individual aspects should not be
neglected for assessing outcomes of monitoring.

4.3.3 Consequences for workflow monitoring
Even though the described research results concentrate on
electronic or computerized performance monitoring, some
recommendations can be derived:
• Monitoring systems should not measure everything that moves,
but rather concentrate on important tasks (cp. Hawk 94, Marx/
Sherizen 86).
• Quantity aspects should not be over emphasized just because
they are easily measurable; if quality is important, it should be
explicitly assessed within the monitoring process (cp. Grant/
Higgins/ Irving 88).
• Systems should not constantly report monitoring results to
employees to avoid stress. (cp. Hawk 94).
• Systems should monitor groups instead of individuals when
possible (cp. Aiello/ Kolb 95).
• Supervisors should not solely rely on monitoring information, but
mix monitoring results with traditional assessments. (cp. Hawk 94,
Marx/ Sherizen 86).
• They should openly discuss monitoring results with their
employees. (cp. Hawk 94).
• Employees with a disposition against monitoring should not be
subject of monitoring, but assigned to other jobs; otherwise
alternatives to monitoring should be thought through (cp.
Chalykoff/ Kochan 94).
• Monitoring might not be amiable for raising the performance of
low ability employees; it may even produce opposite effects (Aiello/
Kolb 95).
Workflow monitoring might not be considered as intrusive as pure
performance monitoring. Still, the given recommendations should
be considered carefully, because workflow monitoring might tempt
supervisors to use gathered information for individual performance
appraisals. As workflow monitoring among other things aims to
incorporate unstructured workflows, it might also lead to new
controversies. The monitoring target is enhanced from unqualified
office workers performing repetitive tasks towards higher level
employees, performing complex and diverse activities. These
employees might even have greater dispositions against monitoring,
and might also have more power to undermine monitoring efforts.
Therefore more research has to be undertaken in order to assess
workflow monitoring and its outcomes.
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A final decision whether workflow monitoring is ethically correct or
not, is not easy to determine. It was outlined that negative impacts
on both employees' as well as supervisors' accounts are possible.
Furthermore strategies to minimize these impacts were derived.
However, it is very likely that monitoring always will produce
higher stress levels for employees and will reduce their privacy. The
decision whether this is compensated by positive outcomes on both
sides depends on the individual point of view and has to be left
open.

4.4 General Caveats of Representations
When applying workflow monitoring it is important to be aware of some
general problems, which are inherent in the nature of representations. In
order to abstract from the reality that is to be described, representations
have to omit details. Which details are omitted, depends on the purpose of
the representation. Therefore representations are never objective.
Workflow monitoring is always selective in this manner: both, workflow
tracking and workflow analysis, emphasize some aspects of reality, whereas
others are neglected. However, it can not be concluded, that
representations should be generally abandoned. Nevertheless, they have to
be used carefully on the background of this observation.
Suchman (95) outlines several typical caveats for using representations of
work. One of these caveats is, that representations serve interests, even
though they are often used like being externally given. In the context of
workflow monitoring, external consultants may for example monitor only
quantitative aspects of work, in order to prove the success of their advice,
whereas other qualitative factors, important for a long-term success, may
be omitted on purpose. Consideration has as well to be applied to
representations and control. If representations are used to control the
original system, self fulfilling prophecies will be the result. Once for
example some structures within an ad hoc workflow are discovered, they
may lead to a facilitation of the process by semi-structured workflow
elements. In the next stage of analysis this facilitation will lead to the fact,
the original workflow will more often follow this structure. Nevertheless,
this is no proof, that the structure was correctly identified in the first place.
Representations as stereotyping emphasizes the tendency of
representations to amplify simplifications. If for example different instances
of the same task "check credit application" of a structured workflow are
compared, processing times may significantly differ in some cases.
However, even though the naming implies similar procedures for every
instance, the activities for performing a check for a consumer credit may
totally differ from the procedures for a business credit.
Suchman makes the following recommendation for using representations of
work:
As long as such representations remain embedded in the doing of the
work, they serve as a useful tool for organization members in their
practical reasoning about and action within the organization. Problems
arise, however, when normative representations are either generated at a
distance from the sites at which the work they represent goes on or taken
away from those sites and used in place of working knowledge.
(Suchman 95, p.61).
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Representations of work are therefore not inherently unusable; they rather
have to be used thoughtfully (cp. Muller 95 for a lists of critical self-
questions centered around this purpose).

5 Workflow Tracking
The preceding chapters mainly dealt with questions concerning the analysis of
workflows. This chapter is centered around the tracking component of a workflow
monitoring system. Firstly, traditional approaches to track workflow relevant data
are compared to potentials of computerized workflow tracking. Then different
tracking layers are discussed and finally general design considerations are
described. The chapter is completed by describing the design and implementation
of two tracking prototypes.

5.1 Traditional Tracking vs. Workflow Tracking
In order to describe methods that automatically track workflow data, it is
beneficial to examine traditional approaches for gathering this type of
information. Such approaches have been widely used; proceedings and
results have been documented. Schmidt (91) for example, provides a
comprehensive overview of methods for gathering organizational data
including proposed areas of application and detailed procedure
descriptions.
Table 5-1 briefly compares data tracking methods and analyses their
application in the organizational context. The different survey techniques
listed in the table columns are assessed upon their suitability on three levels:
for different analysis objects, different dimensions of analysis variables, and
different relations. For observations, a neutral person observes the
workplace and notes for example how many phone calls employees receive
or how often they leave their desks. Often it is too costly to observe a
whole organization over a long period of time; therefore spot check
observations are used and combined with statistical evaluations. As human
observators can only note what they see, observation techniques are not
applicable for assessing relational data. Questionnaires can be applied for
gathering all kinds of organizational data, as they can be customized;
however, the wording and scope of questions may lead to biases and
misunderstandings. Contrary to observations, questionnaires always
represent subjective perceptions of the surveyed employees. Structured
self-recording requires employees to note designated events during their
work performance, such as phone calls or customer inquiries. Used forms
are prestructured to ease both, filling up and later evaluations. As data
logging is not supposed to disturb the normal flow of work, self-recording
methods are especially useful for gathering quantitative aspects such as for
counting phone calls. Table 5-1 states that work objects have to be known
beforehand. However, tasks, performer, resources, and necessary
information items can be assessed within a structured self recording
procedure; the entries in the corresponding table column have therefore to
be questioned. Routing slips are clipped to folders and copies circulating
within organizations. All involved agents, have to add some information.
Therefore they are especially useful for gathering workflow related data.
Interviews are the most flexible form of surveying data, however, they are
also the most costly and time consuming technique. Interviewers may also
bias gathered results. Finally, document studies utilize data sources that are
already available within an organization, such as organizational charts or
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accounting records. Even though this is usually the cheapest approach, it is
dependent on the availability of up-to-date data.
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Table 5-1 traditional data tracking methods and their usefulness for
assessing organizational facts (adopted from Schmidt 91, p. 16413)
Automated workflow tracking first of all is a means of observation. Instead
of watching physical actions of an analysis subject, computer system related
actions, such as editing of a particular document or the flow of e-mail, are
recorded. Contrary to traditional observation techniques, computerized
observation can assess nearly all types of information as long as they are
reflected by events within the computer system. The flow of work can for
example only be tracked, if electronic documents are routed through the
company. Beside the wider analysis spectrum, computerized observation
has another advantage as well: the cost of data tracking are comparably
low, because no human observers have are involved. As a side effect spot
check analysis methods often can be replaced by analyzing all relevant
events. However, the collected data has a different quality than data
gathered by human observers. On the one hand it is more objective because
it is directly processed by the computer system. Many of the disadvantages
of human observers, such as possible identification with the observation
subjects or distorted results because of the simple presence of an observer
(cp. Schmidt 91), can be reduced by automated tracking. However, on the
other hand objectivity is not only a strength but also a weakness of
computer tracked data, as computer systems can not directly monitor
subjective factors such as stress level of employees or events surrounding
the surveillance.
Automated tracking can not only be used for direct observation. Instead of
automatically recording data, the system can also ask the user to key in the
wanted information manually. This can be organized as proposed by self-
recording methods; while traditional proceedings require the subject to note
all activities on a separate paper form, a computer form can be used as well
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(at least when computer systems are integrated in the workplace). This has
the advantage, that all entries can be automatically processed and used for
further computerized analysis. As mentioned, the idea of structured self-
recording methods is to offer a catalogue of predetermined items such as
tasks or resources to the analysis subjects; this eases comparisons of
different self-recordings. Translated to computerized self-recording, free
form data entry can be substituted or complemented by keyword lists to
produce a similar effect. Computer systems even offer mechanisms for
handling large keyword lists such as alphabetic or semantic search
functionality; therefore the use of structured recording items is eased for
the analysis subject.
A similar approach are routing slips; instead of collecting data agent
centered, it is collected workflow centered. As an equivalent to the
traditional proceeding, electronic workflow documents that are passed
around can contain an extra section requiring all editors to add information
about their performance. By using this method, information about specific
workflows can be easily gathered. Heindörfer (95) introduces the term
probing to describe such a tracking strategy. He outlines an integration of
probing into the context of a workflow management/ business process
redesign environment; semi-structured workflows are probed to gradually
explore implementation details of structured workflows by using the
probing results. Wolke (94) also describes tracking of ad hoc workflow
data based on a routing slip approach; a prototype based on the Lotus
Notes Mail Template is presented as well.
If the analysis subjects are used to computer based text processing,
questionnaires can also be based on computer documents and e-mail, rather
than on paper copies. Even though this does not enhance the application
areas of questionnaires described in Table 5-1, it eases further processing of
the gathered information. Interviews can not be replaced by computer
procedures. However, again the processing of interview protocol data can
be supported by tracking systems14. Finally, a document analysis in today's
office environments will be based on electronic documents as well as on
paper files. Computer systems can support this process by offering
document analysis features such as full text retrieval. Document analysis
can furthermore be enhanced by data warehouse concepts that aim to
integrate various information sources of organizations (cp. for example
Brown 95).
Computer based tracking therefore can not be seen as a revolutionary
invention of a new data gathering technique. It is much more a translation
of traditional concepts for data collection towards computer systems.
Nevertheless, the application of computer based tracking methods offers
some gains. Firstly, some concepts can be applied to a wider range of
analysis objects, dimensions, and relations; this is particularly valid for
observation methods. For other concepts, the application is eased such as
for self-recording and routing slip methods. Finally, some approaches can
not directly be altered by computer systems; still computer systems can aid
further information processing, e.g. for interviews and questionnaires.
Furthermore, the combination of different tracking methods is eased and
tracking costs are reduced.

5.2 Technical Tracking Approaches
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5.2.1 Introduction
Workflow relevant computerized data can be tracked on different
technical levels. The following sections distinguish between two
abstract layers: the operating system and the workflow management
system. The operating system layer is understood as the
computerized environment necessary to support work in general,
such as computer operating systems or a word processors. In
contrast, the workflow management system layer contains all
devices needed for organizing and executing workflows in the sense
of the Workflow Management Coalition (cp. section 2.3). Even
though some system components may be related to both layers15, the
categorization helps to highlight some distinct features.

5.2.2 Tracking on the operating system layer
Many operating systems have built in data tracking capabilities.
Examples are recordings of login times or remote calls of network
systems. In most cases data is collected to be used in critical
technical situations such as system breakdowns or to create
statistical data about the system performance. The data is often only
accessible for the system supervisor; typical are log files revealing
long lists of recorded events (cp. Figure 5-1). Built in tracking
capabilities are also typical for transaction based database systems.
These systems usually store all transactions on data entries in case a
rollback is necessary. Another example for tracking enabled systems
are modern telecommunication facilities that can record, telephone
numbers, time, and cost information, and even allow to wiretap calls
(cp. Marx/ Sherizen 86).

10/30/95 4:03:23 pm  Severity = 4.

1.1.135 User KRAMER on station 9 cleared by connection watchdog

Connection cleared due to communication or station failure

10/30/95 4:06:12 pm  Severity = 2.

0.0.0 ATPS: can't find printer <EUCOS_Pool HCS Spectrum:LaserWriter@EUCOS>, retrying

10/30/95 4:06:20 pm  Severity = 4.

1.1.135 User GAST on station 28 cleared by connection watchdog

Connection cleared due to communication or station failure

10/30/95 4:06:20 pm  Severity = 4.

1.1.135 User GAST on station 31 cleared by connection watchdog

Connection cleared due to communication or station failure

10/30/95 4:07:46 pm  Severity = 4.

1.1.10 Device #4 (A7300) CDNET_DRIVE00 deactivated due to dismount.

Figure 5-1 clipping of a network log file
Built in tracking features can potentially be very powerful. They are
able to record very detailed information - brought to an extreme-
even down to a keystroke level. Furthermore most operating
systems are able to collect this information in the background,
without disturbing the normal flow of work; users of transaction
databases do for example not notice that their transactions are
stored in log entries. The system also automatically handles all
forwarding and storing of tracked information and sometimes even
provides tools to analyze it.
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However, these advantages come at price. Generally it can not be
customized which information is tracked or - if at all - the systems
only allow to choose from a limited list of tracking options.
Furthermore, in many cases the data is only usable for technical
purposes, as it lacks workflow related information such as why a
user logged into the system or what triggered a database
transactions. A side effect of this technical collection is the
enormous amount of data collected - often in large files containing
unformatted text. Generally, cryptic keys are used to indicate
system events that can only be interpreted by technical staff. This
becomes worse, if the operating systems consists of several
components collecting data according to different tracking
strategies and by using different tracking formats.
Therefore most tracking facilities of operating systems are only
partially usable for workflow monitoring. Even though they might
produce data that is sufficient for some analysis purposes (especially
technical ones), comprehensive analysis approaches will need
comprehensive data tracking. Sometimes it might even be a mistake
to rely on simple operating system data even though the temptation
is high. If a manager for example compares phone bills
automatically created by the phone system, she might argue that one
of the employees wasted office time by making many private calls,
whereas a second employee has no private calls billed. However,
the reason could as well be that the second employee has declared
all private calls as business related, or that the private calls were
made in absence of the accused employee.
Österle, Saxer and Hüttenhain (94) report in a case study, how
organizational monitoring can be conducted by using operating
system level tracking information. They analyze transaction data
produced by a corporate wide used information system and
additionally monitor which applications are invoked; this data is
then compared to organizational structures. As results of their
analysis they reconstruct several events and workflows within the
monitored organization. However, their approach is limited to
technical aspects. All information gathered deals with computer
system usage and therefore only this usage can be optimized. Most
recommendations derived from the analysis are centered around
training particular employees to avoid inefficient computer system
control; furthermore, a better scheduling for batch reports is
proposed. This might be worthwhile the analysis. Nevertheless, it
has to be emphasized that the outcomes of such an approach are
likely to be used to restructure the organization according to an
optimized information system usage. An adoption of the
information system towards the needs of the organization can not be
accomplished.

5.2.3 Tracking on the workflow management system layer
Workflow management systems usually have built in tracking
features as well. The Pavone GroupFlow System for example
automatically creates protocol entries for each performed task of a
workflow instance (cp. Figure 5-2). Systems supporting ad hoc and
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task force workflows, such as Lotus Notes, usually also provide
some built in tracking capabilities, such as the "$UpdatedBy" and
"$Revision" fields within Lotus Notes that are automatically added
to each modified Note-Object16. However, to apply enhanced
monitoring as outlined in this thesis project, more data has to be
tracked. Workflow management systems therefore have to be
customized by adding extra tracking functionality.

Figure 5-2 example for GroupFlow protocol information
For recording this additional information two strategies can be used.
The first one is to track data automatically. The workflow system
can for example assess how often a document was edited or record
data entered by a task performer. As this kind of information is
available within the workflow system it can easily be recorded. The
other tracking strategy is to use information added by the performer
for the sole purpose of monitoring. Examples are items such as
"complete processing time", "number of phone calls" or "remarks".
This type of information can often not be recorded automatically,
because it is beyond the scope of the system: whereas a workflow
management system can for example record pure edit times of a
document, it can not assess how much non computerized work was
related to the document edit. Furthermore, user based tracking
enables to openly involve performers within the monitoring process,
which might reduce fears of being overwatched (cp. section 4.3).
Both strategies are not antagonistic; they can be combined by
automatically computing some information items and using user
based tracking for others. Another possibility is to use automatically
calculated values as defaults and to allow performers to change
them.
Tracking on the workflow management system layer has several
advantages. Workflow related actions can be recorded within their
context. If someone for example replies to an e-mail received
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beforehand, both e-mail and reply are likely to be related to the
same topic. Furthermore customizing data helps to record data
really needed for workflow analysis; as a side effect it also helps to
avoid the creation of large amounts of unnecessary data. Therefore
data tracked on the workflow management system layer will usually
have a higher analysis value compared to data tracked on the
operating systems layer.
However, these enhanced capabilities require more implementation
efforts than just using built in features. Design issues, such as
described in the next section have to be taken into consideration.

5.3 Design Considerations
5.3.1 Tracking Frequency

Workflow tracking can be conducted in different frequencies. The
first possibility is to apply automated tracking systems only once for
a limited amount of time to support an extraordinary analysis effort
such as a business process reengineering project. Often these kinds
of analysis have to be repeated and tracking has therefore to be
applied occasionally. Beside being triggered by external reasons,
tracking may also be applied because of internal workflow events,
such as exception handling, the importance of a workflow, or a
request of an involved person. Another possibility is to randomly
track workflow data and to use statistical methods to estimate the
course of unmonitored flows. Finally, workflow tracking can always
be applied to either all or to selected workflows.
Which strategy is to be applied is dependent on many other
variables such as employee motivation, costs, or the frequency of
applying analysis. Therefore the frequency of monitoring has to be
customized to the purpose of analysis and the monitoring
environment; general recommendation can not be given.

5.3.2 Security
Security mechanisms are another important design issue. Tracked
data often includes information that touches privacy issues of both
employees and organizations such as performance measures or
customer information. Therefore only eligible persons should have
access to tracked data. In this context it has to be emphasized that
workflow tracking information usually is not a domain of system
supervisors; therefore it has to be made sure that superuser17

functionality is not given to a single system administrator (cp.
HD 93). Furthermore the collection mechanisms have to secure that
tracking data can not be manipulated. This is especially complex in
distributed or remote environments in which tracked data might has
to pass unsafe network sections. If for example a tracking
mechanism build for Lotus Notes relies on mail functionality,
security in intermediate mailing states such as the "Outgoing
Mailbox"18 has to be considered. If the workflow or operating
system can not guarantee for secure data transmission, tracking data
has to be encrypted (cp. Lotus 95a).

5.3.3 Cost Aspects
Workflow analysis usually is aimed directly or indirectly on
increasing productivity. Therefore the costs of implementing and
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conducting workflow tracking have to be assessed as well. These
costs originate from several distinct sources. The first source is the
design of the tracking system itself; the trade off between advanced
design and its costs has to be considered. Directly connected to cost
of system design are cost to maintain the system, such as to
incorporate new tracking features or to repair tracking defects.
Beside these external costs, the internal costs of applying workflow
tracking have to be considered. If employees have to manually enter
large amounts of monitoring data, the time lost has to be calculated.
Sometimes additional computing time needed for automated data
tracking has to be assessed as well, even so it can be neglected most
of the times. Another cost factor is the tracking data collection.
Whereas in local area networks no significant oncosts will be
produced, a different picture emerges in wide area networks or
remote environments. Depending on whether these network
connections are billed after the transferred volume or number of
connects, different collection strategies may be favorable.
Sometimes significant cost will also arise by converting tracking
data to a format usable for analysis, especially when this conversion
has to be supported by human resources.
Even though this list might not be complete for individual tracking
scenarios, it reveals the complexity of assessing tracking cost. Often
it will not be possible to actually calculate these costs. However, the
list might help to compare different design alternatives. It is also
useful to assess the interrelation of cost factors; less transfer cost of
tracking data might for example only be possible by investing into
design and design maintenance.

5.4 Prototypes
The following sections describe two tracking prototypes. The aim is to
exemplify the problems of building customized tracking components for a
special platform. Both prototypes are aimed at tracking semi-structured and
fully structured workflows, composed by the Pavone GroupFlow system
(cp. section 2.4 and 3.6). However, as this system is based on Lotus Notes,
the prototypes can be easily modified for tracking other Lotus Notes based
workflows. The discussion in the following sections is centered around
feasibility and technical issues of gathering and transferring data within the
Lotus Notes system. Therefore some experience with Lotus Notes is
assumed.

5.4.1 General Design Issues
For tracking workflow data within the GroupFlow system several
approaches are possible. On the one hand tracking information can
be stored within the workflow documents and on the other hand it
can be stored in a central tracking database. As these alternatives
are important for further design decisions, advantages and
disadvantages are discussed in more detail.
To store tracking information right where it originates seems to be
the most natural way: information can easily be found and be used
for ad hoc decisions within the workflow, e.g. for inquiries to a
predecessor. This might be the reason, why the GroupFlow system
offers some protocol and orientation features within workflow
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documents. However, for more complex tracking issues- such as
described in section 3.6 - some limitations and problems are to be
addressed. Parts of the tracking information might be confidential
and therefore have a different security level than the rest of the
document. Another problem are document merges that occur
whenever And Branches19 are joined together again; concepts have
to be developed to automatically merge tracking information
without any information losses. Furthermore the large amounts of
information needed for advanced workflow monitoring might
massively enlarge workflow documents. For Lotus Notes 3.X
memory constraints for non RichText fields within Note-Objects (16
KByte) have to be taken into consideration; within complex
workflows these constrains may me reached easily.
The alternative approach, to send tracking information to a central
tracking database, has a few advantages. Tracking data can be
manipulated for analysis without touching running processes.
Furthermore, as information is sent in smaller packages, storage
restrictions imposed by Lotus Notes might be avoided more easily.
On the other hand net traffic might significantly increase
representing a handicap especially in remote environments, with the
use of mobile computers, and with tracking of RichText data such
as embedded OLE objects or file attachments. Another problem is,
that mail can be intercepted and manipulated in remote
environments. Therefore all mail has to be encrypted and signed if
security is important (cp. section 5.3.2). Finally computer agents or
macros are needed to reassemble the fragmented mail objects in
order to make them usable for further analysis. A separate tracking
database also generates more administration and management
efforts.
Between these two approaches several combinations are possible.
The tracking data can for example be temporarily stored within the
application database and then be send to a tracking database in a
compressed format at a convenient time. Which solution is
preferable always dependents on the organizational environment in
that the tracking mechanism is to be implemented. For the
prototypes described in this thesis project, a separate tracking
database is used. The decisive reasons are to separate the runtime
environment from analysis and monitoring efforts and to avoid
memory restriction of Note-Objects.

5.4.2 Information Forwarding Mechanisms
In order to design a workflow tracking system with a centralized
tracking database, a powerful information forward mechanism has
to be designed. The main restriction is to limit the additional net
traffic to a minimum. Therefore as sound tracking mechanism only
has to forward as much information as needed and should use
convenient times for forwarding.
Lotus Notes offers two mail mechanisms for forwarding
information: one is to send a copy of a Note-Object to an address
specified in a SendTo field; the other is to send an e-mail memo with
specified Text fields to an address described in a mailing formula.
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The first version can cause redundancy: a complete copy of the
Note-Object is sent, therefore methods have to be found filtering
unnecessary information from this Note before sending. The second
version allows to add only information items that are needed for
tracking. However, it has an important draw back: as it is based on
the mail memo template, the only utilizable fields for sending
information are the Body field and the Subject field. Even though
Lotus Notes allows to specify a list of fields to be send, all theses
fields are (automatically) added to the Body field of the memo.
Once the information is aggregated within this RichText field, it can
not be accessed by Lotus Notes formulas. The only way to process
contained information is by using external agents that are based on
the Lotus Notes API20 or more aggregated interfaces such as the
RichTextDLL21 (Curdt 95). However, even by using an agent, the
list information of multi value text fields gets lost after they are
aggregated as RichText. The Subject field of the mail memo
template is easier to handle within Lotus Notes. As its format is
Text, information coded within this field can be analyzed within the
application. A prototype using this field is presented by Wolke (94).
However, as already mentioned memory restrictions apply to Text
fields.
To illustrate both mechanisms two tracking prototypes are
described. One is called Compressed Memo Forward prototype and
converts all fields that are to be monitored, into the Body field of a
mail memo; forwards the memo and afterwards reconverts it by
using an external agent. The other prototype, named Filtered Copy
Forward, is based on filtering all tracking relevant information from
a Note-Object and forwarding this information via a roundabout
way to the tracking database.

Compressed Memo Forward Prototype
The key problem of the Compressed Memo Forward
scenario is, that all information has to be sent within a single
RichText field. Therefore the described tracking prototype
firstly concatenates all fields containing tracking information
within such a field. Later a computer agent has to reconvert
all fields by analyzing this RichText field.

Conversion
The @MailSend (Parameter) function of Lotus
Notes offers the following format to collapse a set of
Text fields into the Body field of a memo:

Field Body:= String1:String2:..String n.
Each of the strings can either be a simple text string
or the name of a field within the document. If a string
corresponds to a field name and the field has Text
format, then the value of the field is used for
concatenation; if the string contains a field name
representing a field with another format, the string is
ignored; while else, the string itself is used for
concatenation (cp. Lotus 95b). The produced
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RichText Field consists of several chunks (cp.
Curdt 95), each containing Text strings.
The basic mechanism used by the prototype is to
concatenate each field name with its field values in
string format, and to use special marks to identify
and divide field names and values. These special
characters are listed in Table 5-2. The list does not
contain an identifier for RichText fields, as they can
not be converted to string format and therefore not
be send by using the MailSend formula from within
the document (cp. Lotus 95b).

Field name identifier: "µ@" (or other unusual character sequence)

Field format identifier:

Text "t_"

Keywords "k_"

Number "n_"

Time/ Date "d_"

Author names "a_"

Reader names "r_"
Table 5-2 proposed field markings
By using these marks, all fields, which have to be
tracked can be send with the following formula:
@MailSend ("Tracking Database";"" ";" ";""; "";

"µ@":"[Field format identifier] +
Fieldname":"Fieldname":

"µ@":"[Field format identifier] +
Fieldname":"Fieldname":

. . . . ; [Encrypt])
The following example will illustrate the proceeding.
Example:
Fields that contain tracking relevant data:
author: "Stephan Gieffers" (Type:
Text)
edit_date: 01.10.95  (Type:
Time/ Date)
actions:"Lock"; "Save&Exit" (Type:
Text, multiple value)
Preparation:
temp1 = @Text(edit_dates) (only
Text fields can be concatenated)
temp2 = @Implode(actions; ";") (only
plain strings can be concatenated)
Formula:
@MailSend ("Tracking Database";"" ";" ";""; "";

"µ@":"t_author":"author":
"µ@":"d_edit_date":"temp1":
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"µ@":"t_actions":"temp2"; [Encrypt])
Transmitted body field (before encryption):
body= "µ@' t_author' Stephan Gieffers' µ@'
d_edit_date' 01.10.95' µ@' t_actions'
Lock;Save&Exit"
Remark: The " '  " mark is used to represent
different chunks of RichText information. This mark
is not visible within Notes documents or the
document info dialog. However, the Lotus Notes
API or the RichTextDLL can recognize it.
By using this procedure, any set of fields (excluding
RichText fields) can be concatenated within one
RichText field by using the MailSend mechanism.
This RichText field can be encrypted with public key
encryption (cp. Lotus 95a), if the public key of the
addressee is available in the Names&Address Book.
Only this addressee will afterwards be able to decrypt
the field.

Reconversion
As mentioned before Lotus Notes does not allow for
manipulation of RichText fields within the
application. However, the Lotus Notes API enables
to access theses fields. In order to avoid the
complexity of API programming, the prototype can
as well be implemented by using the RichText DLL
(Curdt 95). A software agent can run on all new
documents mailed into the tracking database and
reconvert all memos. Because this agent needs to
have access rights and the required encryption key, it
has to be started by a user via a button or a macro,
or has to be triggered on the database server. To
reconvert the Body field, the included fields have to
be recreated and the described values have to be
assigned. The following pseudo code segment
describes this procedure.
For all Memos mailed into the database:

Open Memo
Open Body Field

get first RichText chunk
set Fieldname_identifyer := chunk
While not end of Body Field:

get next RichText chunk
create new Field according to

Field Type and Field Name
get next RichText chunk
while not chunk=

Fieldname_identifier or end of Body Field:
convert chunk

according to Field Definition
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add chunk as Field
Value

get next RichText
chunk

while end
while end

Close Body Field
Close Memo

The agent has to be able to recognize undefined
structures and to apply appropriate error handling
mechanisms.

Filtered Copy Forward Prototype
Beside sending an e-mail memo, Lotus Notes also offers
functionality to mail complete Note-Objects. As mentioned
before, unnecessary net traffic has to be avoided. Instead of
sending a copy of the original workflow document,
workflow relevant information therefore has to be filtered
and transferred to a new Note (further on referred to as
tracking note). A copy of this Note can then be sent to the
tracking database. The tracking note can be created, by
composing a new document, which inherits its values from
the original Note-Object. A copy of the tracking note can
then be send immediately or at a later point in time;
afterwards, the tracking note itself can be deleted.
This approach has several advantages. The main one is, that
it allows to define a neat interface between information items
needed by the runtime system and information items
necessary for tracking. The inherited field values can easily
be renamed or manipulated by Lotus Notes formulas,
whereas the field values of the original Note-Object are not
changed. Furthermore, different Forms can be used to
inherit tracking information from a workflow document;
thus different items can be tracked. Which Form is used can
even be influenced from the workflow system at runtime; if
for example an exception handling is started another
tracking Form can be used than for standard edit sessions.
Another advantage of this approach is, that no limitations for
field formats are given, and that all processing can occur
within Lotus Notes. The sending of tracking data and
deletion of the tracking note can be deferred to a favorable
point in time i.e. when net traffic is low. If the information
forward is omitted, the tracking notes can also be used to
implement a tracking approach without a central tracking
database.
Disadvantages of this approach are, that additional
background macros are needed to compose and delete
tracking notes. This slows down the performance of the
Lotus Notes system. Furthermore the user is confronted
with an irritating flickering of the screen in the moment the
new note is composed. However, the main restriction is
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related to security issues. If the tracking information has to
be encrypted the only method that can be applied is to use
the mail when saved option for the tracking Form instead of
the mail send formula22. Even though the functionality works
like intended, the user has to manually select the encrypt
option, whenever tracking information is being sent. Beside
the possibility that users may omit to encrypt the information
and can even abort the mailing process, this interrupts the
normal task performance.

6 Design of a Workflow Analysis System
This chapter is centered around the design of a workflow analysis system. This
system has to incorporate the different analysis techniques described in chapter
three. Methodical and pragmatic software design alternatives are discussed in
order to propose a suitable proceeding for developing the system. The chapter
starts with an assessment of general approaches for analyzing and designing
software systems. In the next step a customized proceeding for a workflow
analysis system is described. As this requires to bridge different analysis
perspectives by meta concepts, such concepts are described in the succeeding
section. Finally, questions of visualization are addressed.

6.1 General Analysis and Design Techniques
The following sections outline two different approaches towards software
design. Traditional software development methodologies are described and
compared to object oriented proceedings.

6.1.1 Traditional Approaches
Traditional approaches towards analysis and design of application
systems are based on a functional paradigm. To analyze a system
firstly, the flow of data within the system is coarsely described and
processes necessary to handle this data flow are identified.
Afterwards, the same procedure is applied to all identified
processes. This is repeated to recursively refine all processes, until
they are simple enough to be described by language or pseudo code.
The resulting processes can then be implemented in a functional
programming language, such as Pascal, C, or COBOL. In order to
optimize these kinds of systems, design methods were developed to
balance the interdependency of processes against runtime
requirements. These dependencies are based on the joint usage of
data and data transfer by different processes.
The most prominent representative of functional analysis methods is
Structured Analysis (SA). It offers a graphical notation for
representing data flows and processes. Furthermore techniques for
graphical decomposition are proposed. To describe data in more
detail and to support its streamlining by normalization, data
dictionaries are used. Two different methodical SA approaches and
notations are in use, one based on the work of Gane and
Sarson (79), and the other based on DeMarco (79). As Structured
Analysis only analyses data interdependencies between processes, it
has been enhanced by Real Time Analysis (RT). This extension
suggests a set of methods to describe timing aspects of functionally
decomposed systems, e.g. by state transition diagrams for processes
(cp. Ward/ Mellor 91).
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Another widely applied technique is the Structured Analysis and
Design Technique (SADT) that uses a similar but more formalized
approach than Structured Analysis (cp. Marca/ McGowan 87).
The only broadly used functional design technique is Structured
Design (SD). A set of graphical description concepts is used to
visualize interdependencies between different processes. These
visualizations can be used to redesign processes, or to group them
into larger modules. Structured Design also defines criteria for what
is regarded as a good design and provides clues about what kinds of
interdependencies should be omitted. For further details refer to
Yourdon/ Constantine (79).
A different approach is promoted by Jackson System Development
(JSD). It starts with modeling the real life system surrounding the
software system that is to be designed. Then objects and actions
within the real life system are represented by objects and actions
within the software system and are related to each other. Based on
these relations, events within the real life system can be modeled in
the software system. It can therefore respond to the real world in
the designated way. For a complete description of the methods refer
to Jackson (82).

6.1.2 Object Oriented Approaches
In contrast to traditional approaches toward system analysis and
design, object oriented approaches incorporate functional and data
views within objects. These objects encapsulate data and
functionality to manipulate this data23. The reasons for using objects
are based on their reusability. Requirements towards a software
system are very likely to change during its evolutionary
development. Whereas requirement changes may dramatically alter
the interaction of functional processes and lead to a re-
implementation, objects are believed to be more stable against such
changes, because they represent basic problem domain concepts
(cp. for example Rumbaugh 91). Furthermore, object oriented
approaches require the analyst to describe the software system in
terms of the problem domain; this eases communication between
users and developers, and enables a more efficient development and
maintenance of software systems (cp. for example Koontz 95).
Another major difference, compared to traditional methods, is the
way in which the system complexity is handled. Traditional
approaches promote a top down proceeding; the system is first
described generally, and then broken down into smaller sub-
systems. Object oriented approaches start at describing the problem
domain and aim to identify objects on this level. In a later stage of
analysis these objects are then either refined or aggregated.
Therefore object oriented approaches do not follow a top down
proceeding.
Even though object oriented analysis and design concepts are
relatively new, various approaches are proposed (for overviews cp.
for example Monarchi/ Puhr 92 or Rumbaugh 91). However, most
methods are similar and just lay special emphasis on one or the
other aspect. Whereas most methods agree upon a distinction
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between analysis as being centered around the problem domain and
design as being centered around the solution domain, the distinction
is still fuzzy. Therefore similar methodical substeps are related to
either analysis or design depending on the applied method (cp.
Monarchi/ Puhr 92). The most prominent representatives of object
oriented methods are Booch (91) and Rumbaugh (91); both work
together to join their methods towards a unified approach.
To exemplify an object oriented analysis and design, the proposals
of Rumbaugh are briefly outlined in the following paragraphs (cp.
Rumbaugh 91):
The analysis phase starts by examining an initial description of the
problem domain. Based on this description, objects are identified,
relations between these objects are examined, and classes are
constructed. These structures are described in the Object-Model. To
explore dynamic aspects, scenarios for interaction of objects are
prepared and graphically represented. For classes with complex
interactions, state transition diagrams are constructed. These
aspects make up the Dynamic Model. Then functional features of
the problem domain objects are described by using flow diagrams.
Furthermore, the functionality is determined and interrelations are
shown. These features are summed up in the Functional Model.
Finally all steps are iterated several times and adjusted to each
other. The analysis phase ends with the preparation of an Analysis
Document, stating all results.
The system design phase is not structured so clearly. Different
subsystems are identified, interrelation between these subsystems
are examined, concurrency aspects are assessed, constrains by the
system environment are detected, and trade-off priorities are set up.
All results are summed up in the System Design Document.
The final object design phase, precedes the actual implementation
and optimizes the results of the prior phases for this task.

6.2 Proposed Strategies for Developing a Workflow Analysis
System

This section outlines a suitable design strategy for the development of a
workflow analysis system. Firstly, a decision between the approaches
compared in section 6.1 is made and reasons for this decision are given.
Then the chosen approach is analyzed on its application in the given
context and problems are described. On this fundament a special
development proceeding is proposed. Finally, different scenarios for a final
version of a workflow analysis system are outlined.

6.2.1 General Strategy
For developing a workflow analysis system, an object oriented
approach is suggested. The main reason for this decision is that the
full functional requirements are still not known. Therefore the
system that is to be constructed will be subject of an evolutionary
development process. An object oriented design is supposed to be
more robust in this case. Furthermore, the assessment of different
analysis perspectives reveals commonalties. By using traditional
software design techniques, these commonalties are difficult to
utilize. Object orientation, on the other hand, offers concepts, such
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as generalization and specialization, that can exploit commonalties
in order to produce a better design and easier implementation.
A suitable object oriented method has to support the handling of
voluminous system requirements. The standard method of
Rumbaugh such as described in section 6.1.2 is not adequate, as
domain descriptions are only used for identifying objects. However,
these use cases are crucial for developing systems that really meet
the requirements (cp. for example Carroll 94). Therefore some
object oriented methods build their whole proceeding upon such
descriptions. Object Behavior Analysis by Rubin and Goldberg (92),
and the use case driven approach by Jacobson et. al. (92), represent
such methods. Even though they comprise similar techniques as
Rumbaugh, they relate all analysis and design decisions back to the
initial use cases24. This seems to be important to manage the
diversity and extend of the given requirements. For developing a
workflow analysis system a use case driven, object oriented
approach is therefore recommended.

6.2.2 Complexity of a Workflow Analysis System
The planned workflow analysis system has to overcome some
complexities. These complexities escape from the idea to
incorporate the different analysis perspectives, described in chapter
three. Contrary to usual software design projects, all concepts are
described within their own terminology. Even though they look
similar on first sight, concepts such as activity or task are used
differently by each analysis perspective. Therefore objects and
classes can not simply be derived from the language representation
of the concepts. They have to be described in a unified terminology
or at least comparative definitions of their key concepts have to be
provided. The analysis process is therefore even more centered
around exploring the semantics of the problem description than with
normal object analysis.
Furthermore, the use cases presented are not all refined to the same
grade of detail. This cannot only be attributed to stylistic mistakes,
but is rather a conceptual problem: whereas some of the analysis
scenarios are clearly determined by requirements from the
surrounding system, others are fairly open. It is for example not a
problem to describe a monitoring component of a workflow
management system in depth as it is constrained by the requirements
of this system; however, a description of Speech Act Analysis
methods is much more complex, because some requirements will
not be shaped until the system is actually used. To develop more
detailed use cases will therefore require the implementation of
prototypes in order to gather more information about potential
applications and scenarios.

6.2.3 The Meta Description Approach
To address the problems described in the last section, a meta
description approach is proposed. The aim is to rewrite the use
cases by using a meta description terminology. Such a terminology
has to enable to express all concepts presented by the different
analysis perspectives and to relate them to each other. The approach
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therefore highlights differences and commonalties and helps to
develop a more unified problem description. In addition, a class
library representing concepts of the meta terminology can be
developed. This library can then be applied to implement prototypes
for different analysis approaches in order to gather more
information about the application of an ultimate analysis system.
In a way usual object oriented analysis and design follows a similar
strategy. Firstly, different concepts of the problem domain are
identified and translated into object descriptions. Afterwards these
objects are analyzed for commonalties and condensed into class
descriptions. The condensation process is eased, because objects are
more abstract than the original concepts. If class descriptions are
translated back into the problem space they often represent some
conceptual meta concepts as well. At least it is amiable that they do,
because this eases a class/ concept reuse for the solution of similar
problems. If for example a manager and several clerks are identified
as important entities within an office scenario, these entities might
be translated into objects within the system description and
summarized by the classes ManagerClass and ClerkClass. These
classes may have several common qualities such as be absent or
member of the organization since and also share several common
behaviors such as receive pay check or attend training. Therefore a
common parent class EmployeeClass can be introduced in the
system description containing common qualities and behaviors.
EmployeeClass corresponds to the general concept of an employee
within the problem domain. Therefore it is likely that
EmployeeClass will be a reusable component and stable concept
within the further analysis.
However, this approach to construct a meta description of the
problem domain by using object oriented analysis can not be applied
in this project. The key enigma for developing a workflow analysis
system is the described translation and condensation process.
Following the normal approach, the condensation of concepts is
done by aggregating corresponding objects. However, if two
distinct concepts are described similarly by use cases, they might be
translated to similar objects. These similar objects might even be
condensable to a unified class, but this class will not have any
equivalent in the problem space. Furthermore, such classes build
upon fuzzy objects will be a source of misinterpretations within the
later phases of analysis and design. Therefore a conceptual meta
level has to be identified within the problem domain and not within
its object representation. An example is the term position, which
describes a structural characteristic of a node within Social Network
Analysis whereas within organizational charts it is used an abstract
concept of an employee. Another example is the term activity
describing a task (Workflow Management Coalition), an action that
has to be performed within a task (GroupFlow terminology), or a
process (Activity-Based-Accounting). These naming conflicts can
not be solved on the object level , but only in the problem domain.
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If they are not resolved they will directly lead towards fragile class
and object structures.

6.2.4 A Vision: The Generic Workflow Analysis System
As suggested in the last section, the described development
approach will lead to a workflow analysis class library based on a
meta description. This class library will be used to build prototypes
to gather more information for a stepwise refinement of
requirements and the class library itself. After each development
cycle the class library and the prototypes will become more
comprehensive. Finally, they will reach a stage, in which they can be
utilized in real life environments.
Several scenarios for such a final version of the system are possible.
In the first one, a separate system is available for each of the
analysis perspectives. Even though the different systems are build
upon the same concepts and class libraries, they are still distinct
programs. In order apply another analysis perspective, for which the
systems were not designed in the first place, a new system can be
implemented by using classes that are already available.
In the second scenario, the user does not use different systems, but
uses a shared workflow analysis shell. This shell consists of different
components, some of which are shared by different analysis
techniques, whereas others are individual for one technique. Such a
shell will offer some functionality to use intermediate results of one
perspective for applying another one; speech act conversations
might for example be analyzed on the background of organizational
structures. To add a new analysis perspective, some shared
components might be used, whereas other components have to be
designed and implemented separately.
In the third scenario, only one workflow analysis system is used. By
changing system parameters, users can apply different analysis
techniques. They can furthermore combine different analysis
methods or define new ones by simply manipulating parameters. To
manage the complexity of setting up new analysis styles, the users
are supported by agents and default settings.
This last scenario, the Generic Workflow Analysis System, seems
the most desirable outcome. However, its feasibility does not only
depend on a smart system design and clever user interfaces. In the
last instance, it dependents on the question whether something like
an essence of workflow analysis exists. This would mean that all
analysis perspectives can be derived from a limited number of
concepts. It would also imply, that a number of similar analysis
approaches can be constructed by recombining these concepts (for
further philosophical thoughts on these issue cp. Hofstadter 85,
chapter 13). Most likely an essence of workflow monitoring does
not exist in a pure style. Therefore the last scenario will never be
reached. Nevertheless, some common workflow analysis concepts
will be identifiable. Therefore the scenario might be realizable at
least in parts.

6.3 Meta Description Concepts
6.3.1 Introduction
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In order to assess complex flows of work such as captured in Figure
6-1, different levels of analysis can be used independently of the
chosen analysis background. Analysis can focus on a local level and
examine single workflow steps, it can focus on a process level and
analyze the structure of single workflow instances, or it can be
applied on a global level to compare different workflow instances
(cp. Figure 6-2).

Figure 6-1 example for the flow of work within an organization
The following sections outline the development of a meta
description for workflow analysis by means of these three analysis
levels. For each level, basic concepts and their application by the
analysis perspectives, as assessed in chapter three, are described.
Finally an intermediary evaluation of the approach is provided.

Figure 6-2 different workflow analysis levels: local, process and
global

6.3.2 Local Analysis Level
Figure 6-3 describes the structure of a single workflow step: an
actor ("A") does some work to perform a task; afterwards some
information is forwarded to one or several other actors ("B" and
"C"); different information items might be forwarded to other actors
("D"). Forwarded information is received by the successors; they
may receive information from other tasks as well; afterwards the
next workflow step starts. The terms forward and receive have to
be used carefully, as they imply a push of information by the first
actor. However, beside this push scenario, the information can be
stored in a shared database and then be pulled by the next actor
voluntarily; it can as well be forwarded by a workflow management
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system, the actors may or may not have a chance to influence this
automated forwarding.

actor A

actor C

actor D

work
revceive

information
forward

information

actor B

work
revceive

information
forward

information

information

Figure 6-3 workflow step
The analysis perspectives concentrate on different parts of this
workflow step illustration.
Organizational structures assess all aspects dealing with actors.
These aspects are basically the person who is performing a task, the
address to whom information is forwarded, and the person who
receives the information. By determining theses variables, workflow
steps can be linked to organizational structures and vice versa.
Activity-Based-Accounting is mainly focused on the aspect of work
within workflow steps. Its aim is to value the work in monetary
terms. Therefore the name of the actor is needed as well as some
work related data. This information is used to link workflow steps
to cost data. In some cases the forwarding process has to be
assessed in monetary terms as well.
On the level of workflow steps, Speech Act Theory is interested in
the information forwarded. Contrary to organizational structure and
Activity-Based-Accounting, names of actors are only used to
recognize actors in later stages of a conversation.
Social Network Analysis is focused on successor relationships
between involved actors.
From the perspective of the GroupFlow system, all aspects are
important: what work is performed within a task, which information
was forwarded to whom, and which information is received at the
next task. However, a few points have to be clarified. A workflow
step, such as described in this section, does not necessarily match
two or more tasks of a workflow definition. Within an open team
task several workflow steps can take place. The same counts for
other team based tasks, delegations and mail sent within the
workflow. Therefore some workflow steps are strictly constrained
by workflow definitions whereas others are not.

6.3.3 Process Analysis Level
A workflow instance is made up of a number of workflow steps that
are interrelated. Interrelated means, that they are interlocked via the
forwarding of information. The term workflow thereby has to be
understood in an abstract way; it is simply a collection of
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interrelated workflow steps. An example is displayed in Figure 6-4:
The key problem is to draw a borderline that divides workflow steps
belonging to a workflow instance from others. Whereas some
analysis perspectives offer means to determine this problem, others
require workflow instances to be defined externally.

Figure 6-4 example for a workflow instance
Organizational structures are not useful for defining workflow
instances. Even though for example workflow steps can be
summarized that are performed by the same unit, these workflow
steps are not necessarily interrelated by information transfer.
Therefore the flow of work can not be reconstructed. Nevertheless,
this analysis perspective can be used to assess externally defined
workflow instances. The focus is on explaining the course of
workflows by means of the actors involved.
Activity-Based-Accounting can be applied for determining
membership criteria for workflow instances. Accounting activities
define reoccurring processes that depended on cost drivers. Such
cost drivers correspond to particular subjects of workflow step such
as "delivery of product XY". Therefore two criteria have to be
fulfilled for a workflow step to belong to a workflow instance:
firstly, it has to be related to an activity of the accounting system,
and secondly, it has to be related to a particular cost driver instance.
However, Activity-Based-Accounting can be applied to externally
given structures as well. Within such workflow instances monetary
information gathered on the workflow step level can be aggregated.
These two approaches are distinguished in section 3.3.2 as to
support accounting by workflow analysis and to support workflow
analysis by accounting.
By applying Speech Act Theory, workflow instances can be defined
as well. The concept of conversations can be used to group all
workflow steps that belong to the same conversation into one
workflow instance; for example all workflow steps centered around
the distributed editing of a particular document can be summed up
in one workflow instance. Nevertheless, Speech Act Theory can as
well be applied to process instances that are determined externally,
e.g. to examine a structured workflow instance. In both cases the
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aim is to find reoccurring speech act patterns in a sequence of
workflow steps.
Social Network analysis has no direct notion for the concept of a
workflow instance. At first sight, it seems that methods such as for
finding cohesive subgroups can be easily applied for defining
workflow instances. However, these methods can only assess
structural properties, whereas workflow instances are usually
supposed to represent a flow of semantically interrelated work. To
asses such semantics, they have to be represented within the
structure, i.e. by defining different successor relationships for
workflow steps in dependence on the information transferred. On
such a fundament, complex role analysis methods may be applicable
to determine workflow instances. In the case workflow instances
are given externally, Social Network Analysis is easier to apply. The
instances then simply represent sub networks. Methods can
therefore be applied to unravel structural question within workflow
instances.
For an analysis on the background of the GroupFlow system,
workflow instances as described in this section equal workflow
instances of the GroupFlow system. A workflow instance is
therefore made up by all workflow steps that are related to a given
system workflow instance. As mentioned earlier, this might include
undefined semi-structured and unstructured workflow elements
such as e-mail dialogs and exception handling. A GroupFlow
centered analysis of workflow instances concentrates on comparing
the actual structure with the one described in the workflow
definition.

6.3.4 Global analysis level
On the global analysis level workflow collections, consisting of
several workflow instances, have to be introduced. These workflow
collections can be used for two purposes. Firstly, they can be
applied to hide all other instances and to compare only workflow
instances within the collection. The collection therefore helps to
concentrate on one type of workflow. The other utilization is to
reduce the complexity by comparing different collections instead of
comparing different instances.
For both purposes another concept has to be introduced as well: a
workflow prototype. Such a prototype has a similar structure as a
workflow instance. However, its style is not monitored, but
described externally. To apply this concept for a workflow
collection, at least some of the workflow steps of each workflow
instance have to be matched to workflow steps of the workflow
prototype. Figure 6-5 illustrates this point; most workflow steps of
the workflow instances (represented by filled task symbols and thin
lines) are related to workflow steps of the workflow prototype
(represented by task symbols with a white background and thick
lines). In many cases some workflow steps of the prototype may not
have an equivalent within the instance, or vice versa as illustrated in
the left bottom section of Figure 6-5.
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Figure 6-5 process prototype
Once a prototype is defined and instances are mapped, it can be
compared to these instances. Furthermore information of instance
workflow steps can be summarized at the corresponding prototype
workflow step. Single workflow instances can then be compared to
average values. The prototypes can also represent their workflow
collection if several collections are compared to each other.
Workflow collections and workflow prototypes are therefore
powerful means of analyzing workflow information. To build
sensible collections and prototypes is therefore substantial for global
workflow analysis. The different analysis perspectives are
supporting this task in different ways.
By using organizational structures, prototypes can be built. Instance
workflow steps are matched to a prototype workflow step, if their
actors belong to the same organizational entity. In Figure 6-5 for
example, the two tasks of the prototype that are shown in the
middle of the figure might represent actors of different workgroups.
For Activity-Based-Accounting, workflow collections are
determined by whether a workflow instance matches an externally
defined accounting activity. The accounting activity also determines
the style of the prototype.
For applying Speech Act Theory, collections can be built, by
choosing workflow instances that are centered around similar
conversation topics or that follow similar patterns. Prototypes can
propose reoccurring speech act patterns; the more process instances
can be matched, the more likely is the pattern.
Social Network Analysis is not a good candidate for defining
collections and prototypes for the same reasons as given in the last
section. However, its methods can be used to determine degrees of
fit between collections and prototypes or for other structural
examinations.
For monitoring GroupFlow data, the application of both concepts is
obvious. Workflow collections correspond to workflow instances of
the same type; workflow definitions can be used as prototypes for
collections. Other applications are possible as well. A workflow
collection can for example be build by workflow instances of
different workflow versions; as a prototype one of the versions can
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be chosen or a new prototype can be constructed incorporating
features of different versions.

6.3.5 Evaluation
The described meta concepts are pointing into the right direction.
Even though they just constitute a starting point for an in-depth
analysis, they seem to enable a conceptual integration of different
analysis perspectives. However, the complexity of the approach will
increase when more detailed descriptions are generated. An example
is a further refinement of the match between workflow prototype
and workflow collection. Furthermore, the described parts
concentrate on commonalties. The conception of a meta approach
will be more difficult when differences have to be clearly worked
out. Examples are the different structural description of
organizational structures, workflow definitions or accounting
activities. Nevertheless, the approach seems to be valuable for
developing a unified problem description as well as for a deeper
understanding of workflow monitoring.

6.4 Visualization Concepts
Visualization plays and important role for developing a workflow analysis
system as it helps to overview the complex interrelations. Therefore it is
considered in more depth within this chapter. Two general design concepts
are discussed; both offer different approaches for relating visualization and
the underlying semantic model. Then different components for the
visualization of a workflow analysis system are addressed. Finally, two
examples for untypical visualization styles are reported.

6.4.1 Partial vs. Holistic Views
One design consideration for visual analysis frontends can be
characterized by holistic against partial views. The first approach is
illustrated by the business process oriented office model of
Fahrwinkel (95). She describes a three dimensional visualization of
a her office model. Different views ("Sichten") are available that
either hide some details or represent a two dimensional cut through
the model. Users can furthermore define their own views of the
model by choosing another perspective. In order to mange the
enormous complexity of this three dimensional model, she uses
different aggregation layers throughout the model (cp.
Fahrwinkel 95, p. 111-114). This visualization approach is holistic
as it aims to empower users to assess all aspects of the model within
one visual metaphor. A contrary approach is exemplified by the
ARIS approach (cp. Scheer 92) or described for the GroupBPR
methodology (cp. Heindörfer 95). Both systems offer partial views
of the underlying models. Even though both internally handle a
complete model comprising all interrelations, at no point in time the
complete model can be shown within one diagram. Instead, they
offer different diagram types each of which is focused on one or
two particular aspects of the model. The different diagrams are
interrelated via the objects the show. Therefore users can switch
between different views of one object or can use cut&paste
functionality between different diagrams. They can for example
switch between a process view and an organizational chart diagram
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involving the same agents. However, the different views are not
interrelated by a shared graphical metaphor as in the Fahrwinkel
example.
Both alternatives offer advantages and disadvantages. The main
problem of the holistic model is to support users in handling the
enormous complexity. Beside aggregation mechanisms Fahrwinkel
exploits three dimensional visualization techniques. Even though no
implementation of the system exists as yet, it is questionable
whether users will be able to organize a complete organization and
its business processes within space, even if aided by state of the art
virtual reality equipment. Furthermore, even within three
dimensional representations, the number of variables that can be
shown is limited and therefore restricts the underlying model.
Nevertheless, this approach has advantages as well. Firstly, it
supports users in understanding the model, because all interrelations
between different parts of the model are visible. Furthermore, users
can produce new views, by looking at the model from another
angle. Thus they can realize their own approach towards examining
and manipulating the model. Holistic views therefore offer an
intuitive interface to users.
Partial views concentrate on important aspects of submodels. They
support users to distinguish between interrelations within a model
that are important and others that are not. Special aspects of the
underlying model can be analyzed without considering any side
effects (cp. Heindörfer 95, p. 88). Furthermore, different
representation metaphors can be utilized for each view. Thus more
suitable interfaces can be constructed. However, users are restricted
to views offered by the system. Even though they can interrelate
different views, they can not produce new ones. Therefore they are
forced to see the underlying model through the perspective of the
system designer. Furthermore, interdependencies between different
model entities are veiled if they are not explicitly modeled in at least
one diagram. Partial views are therefore especially useful to
visualize complex systems, in a predefined manner.
To visualize workflow data both strategies are useful. On the one
hand the data is very complex, especially if interrelated with other
data sources such as organizational structures or accounting
information. A coherent visual model of this data, as required for a
holistic approach, may not be constructable or - if it is
constructable- it may be too complex. Therefore partial views seem
to be the only feasible solution. They furthermore support different
analysis perspectives, because they allow to apply different visual
metaphors. However, holistic views are desirable to allow a more
intuitive understanding of how work flows through an organization.
It is also favorable, that users are able to generate different views on
monitored data. Therefore, it is proposed to start with designing
partial views. Nevertheless, for more advanced analysis frontends, it
should be aimed to generate at least coherent metaphors for
subsystems of the underlying model, to allow a more holistic
analysis. This requires to find suitable graphical metaphors for
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complex interrelations. Some guidelines can for example be found in
Madsen (94).

6.4.2 Design of visual components
The use cases presented in chapter three are based on common
visualization techniques. Therefore they can be implemented by
using a shared graphical class library. Such a class library can be
designed by the approaches described earlier in this chapter.
Nevertheless, some special consideration have to be made for the
visual elements.
For all use cases a multi window environment was explicitly or
implicitly demanded. Class libraries and interface builders to support
such systems are widely available for different platforms (cp. for
example Schwarz 95 for a market overview). Whereas most systems
are focused on one operating system, others can even be used
across several platforms. These Interface builders and libraries
support the layout of user interfaces by offering objects such as
windows, buttons and dialog elements. They often support event
handling methods such as for mouse clicks or menu selections as
well. However, they usually not directly support the design of graph
structures such as described in the use cases.
Graph structures have therefore to be developed separately.
Heindörfer (95) describes different generic presentation layer
components. He distinguishes hierarchical trees, networks, matrices
and bar charts as basic building blocks for different graph and
presentation structures (cp. p. 167-172). He also outlines diagram
related user interface features such as cluster and alignment
mechanisms. This classification can be refined by identifying further
objects within graphs such as nodes, arrows, or text elements. To
develop such structures class libraries are available as well. Vogt
and Sauerland (95) for example report the utilization of a graph-
class library for developing a Petri-Net editor.
Independently of developing custom libraries or using predefined
ones, it is important to encapsulate graphical elements. As
mentioned in section 6.2.2, the use cases describing workflow
analysis scenarios have to be regarded rather as starting points for
further developments than as a final list of requirements. Therefore
visualization concepts and analysis concepts should not be
confused. Whereas for example a workflow step as described in
section 6.2.3 is an analysis concept, a possible visualization by icons
and arrows is a visual concept. If this distinction is not made, and
analysis semantics are mixed with visualization concepts, the
visualization can hardly be changed afterwards. Following the
example, it would be costly to represent a workflow step within a
simple, text only table structure if workflow step functionality is
originally assigned to an icon or arrow element.

6.4.3 Examples for Unorthodox Visualization
The use cases presented in chapter three already suggest several
visualization styles. However, all proposed descriptions are either
derived from traditional visualization techniques such as
organizational charts or are directly related to workflow display
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techniques such as in the Activity-Based-Accounting use cases (cp.
p. 32). Even though this a good starting point for building
prototypes, unorthodox visualizations may prove to be beneficial for
workflow analysis as well.
The first example for such an untypical visualization is reported by
Eick, Nelson and Schmidt (94). They have applied a visualization
system called SeeSoft for analyzing large log files within the context
of a telecommunication software development. Within this software
development large files of log information such as error messages,
status, or performance reports are produced. For some test cycles
these files are reported to exceed 50,000 lines (1,000 pages).
Conventional methods for analyzing these files include automated
report generation, statistical time series analysis, and others.
Nevertheless, the analysis is reported to be laborious and time
consuming. The visualization prototype, represents each log
message as a colored line on the computer screen (cp. Figure 6-6,
p. 112); the color depends on the message type and the length of the
line on the length of the message. Browsers are provided to display
the text of several messages according to a rectangle that can be
moved along the lines. Furthermore filter mechanisms can be
applied. This technique allows to display about 50,000 lines of text
on a conventional monitor. It is reported to ease finding patterns
and irregularities. This visualization technique enables the analysis
of large log files within 80% less time than by traditional methods,
while reaching a higher analysis quality (cp. Eick/ Nelson/
Schmidt 94).
This is an example for technical monitoring; furthermore a technical
and not a human workflow is assessed. However, the example still
reveals that graph structures are not the only visualization technique
for flow related data. In the example all events are analyzed in order
of their occurrence, whereas interrelations are only roughly
indicated by coloring. Furthermore an enormous amount of data can
be handled on a global level, even though local analysis is still
possible.
The second example for an unorthodox visualization is presented by
Wild et. al. (95) and is shown in Figure 6-7 (p. 112). This manually
drawn and colored drawing is based on accounts of team members
describing the course of a project over time; the colors represent
different project phases. The project starts at the top of the drawing;
in the first phase (blue) undirected activities prevail. In the second
phase (green) the first decisions are made and the project slowing
gets going. In the third phase (orange) the productive work begins
and becomes in the final fourth phase (red) stressful. Afterwards the
next project starts, indicated by blue color. The red spot in upper
right part of the picture represents the completion of an early
prototype for a management decision; the fallback in the middle of
the drawing is related to the project leader leaving the team.
Independently from any interpretations within the original context
of this drawing25, it represents an interesting example for an
alternative visualization of a project workflow. Instead of
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concentrating on the precise flow of work between different actors
as with graph representations, the presented technique focuses on
work intensity and time. The flow of work is only assessed on a
high level: all activities related to one project are regarded and
assessed against a regular time scale. Agents are not represented
individually, but rather as a part of a team involved in the workflow.
Colors are used to indicate the work intensity and the project state.
On a more abstract level, this representation style reveals patterns
for large amounts of individual work states in the context of one
workflow. Even though Figure 6-7 is most likely based on a more
intuitive realization of this idea26, it might be possible to transfer it
to an algorithmic procedure.
Even though both examples are not directly applicable to workflow
analysis they counterbalance the one-sided concentration upon
graph related visualization techniques. They indicate that a further
exploration into this direction may be useful to enhance the visual
metaphors for workflow analysis.

Figure 6-6
graphical
analysis of
computer log
file, Eick et.
al. 94, p. 53

Figure 6-7
rhythms of
collaboration,
Wild et. al. 95,
p. 45
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7 Summary and Conclusions
7.1 Summary

In chapter one the motivation for this thesis project is outlined. To develop
a new approach towards monitoring is derived as the objective.
In chapter two, the context of workflow monitoring is described. The
definition of workflow monitoring is extended towards tracking and
analysis of computer facilitated and automated workflows. Structured, ad
hoc, and constantly changing processes are explained and introduced as a
fundament of workflow monitoring. It is outlined that the standardization
efforts of the Workflow Management Coalition only support workflow
monitoring in a limited way. The integration of workflow monitoring within
an existing workflow management system is exemplified at the Pavone
GroupFlow system.
In the third chapter, different analysis perspectives are briefly characterized,
their relevance for workflow monitoring is outlined, requirements for
workflow analysis and workflow tracking are derived and concrete
application scenarios are described. Organizational structures, Activity-
Based-Accounting, Speech Act Theory, Social Network Analysis and the
GroupFlow system are assessed. All analysis perspective are found to be
utilizable for workflow monitoring.
In the fourth chapter the social environment of workflow monitoring is
examined. Whereas the United States do only marginally restrict workflow
monitoring within companies by law, the German legislation imposes strong
regulations. Ethical aspects of workflow monitoring are assessed by
relating various studies of computerized and electronic monitoring to
monitoring outcomes. Possible negative impacts of monitoring are derived
and countermeasures outlined. General considerations for using
representations of work in the context of workflow monitoring are
reported.
Chapter five is centered around workflow tracking. It is stated that
computerized tracking methods can enhance traditional approaches for
collecting organizational data. Tracking on the operating system layer was
described as less appropriate than tracking on the workflow management
system layer. Tracking frequency, security, and cost aspects are examined
as general design consideration. Two tracking prototypes are introduced to
exemplify development problems.
In chapter six a software development strategy for a workflow analysis
system is described. After a comparison of traditional and object oriented
approaches, a use case based, object oriented proceeding is proposed. It is
argued, that for designing a workflow analysis system a conceptual join of
the different analysis methods by using a meta description has to precede
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the object oriented analysis. A framework of concepts for a meta
description approach is outlined and its usefulness to join different analysis
perspectives is exemplified. Within several scenarios a generic workflow
analysis system is identified as the ideal form of the final software system
even though limitations are identified. Finally, development considerations
for the visualization of workflow analysis are described.

7.2 Conclusions and Outlooks
This thesis project provides evidence for the usefulness of a broader notion
of workflow monitoring. The assessment of the different analysis
perspectives reveals, that workflow monitoring may be more than just
controlling the status of structured workflows. It rather offers potentials for
assessing various aspects of business processes within organizations.
Furthermore, it bridges different approaches used in the organizational
context and may therefore provide valuable insights in interrelations within
organizations.
The reported effects of applying monitoring to organizations highlight, that
it strongly interferes within the social structure of these organizations.
Therefore workflow monitoring has to be designed, implemented, and
maintained in a way that is sensible of these effects. As the reported studies
are mainly based on electronic and computerized performance monitoring,
more research directed towards workflow monitoring has to be conducted
to allow better predictions of social effects.
Workflow tracking has shown its potential to enhance traditional data
gathering techniques. In the context of the rise of information technologies
within organizations, workflow tracking has to be established as an
evolutionary extension of acknowledged data collection methods. As the
prototype development shows, still some technical obstacles have to be
overcome to develop tracking systems that can keep pace with
comprehensive requirements.
The development of a workflow analysis systems proved to be more
complex than expected. To enable the development of such a system the
workflow analysis meta description has to be extended. Furthermore,
several development cycles will be necessary to further explore workflow
analysis and to finally develop a suitable system.
In the Motivation it was outlined that the need for workflow monitoring is
triggered by changes within the organizational environment and the
information technology infrastructure. The approach outlined points to
some responses towards these changes. However, this thesis project can
only be regarded as an exploratory study. More research and system
development has to be conducted to further explore this important
application area.
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